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"SRADLIB: A C Library for Solar Radiation Modelling"

Balenzategui, J. L
118 pp. 18 figs. 24refs.

Abstract:

This document shows the result of an exhaustive study about the theoretical and numerical models available
in the literature about solar radiation modelling. The purpose of this study is to develop or adapt mathematical
models describing the solar radiation specifically for Spain locations as well as to créate computer tools able
to support the labour of reasearchers or engineers needing solar radiation data to solve or improve the
technical or energetic performance of solar systems. As result of this study and revisión, a C library
(SRADLIB) is presented as a key tool for the compilation of the mathematical models from different authors,
for the comparison among the different approaches and for its application in computer programs. Different
topics related to solar radiation and its modelling are first discussed, including the assumptions and conventions
adopted and describing the most accepted and used current state-of-the-art models. Some typical problems
in the numerical calculation of radiation valúes are also posed with the proposed solution. The document
includes next a complete reference of the developed functions, with many examples of application and
calculus.

"SRADLIB: Una Librería en C para el Modelado de la Radiación Solar"

Balenzategui, J. L.
118 pp. 18 figs. 24refs.

Resumen:

Este documento muestra el resultado de un exhaustivo estudio sobre los modelos teóricos y matemáticos
para el modelado de la radiación solar disponibles en la literatura. El propósito de este estudio es desarrollar
o adaptar modelos matemáticos que describan la radiación solar específicamente para localidades españolas
así como crear herramientas informáticas que apoyen la labor de investigadores o ingenieros que precisan
datos de radiación solar para solucionar o mejorar el rendimiento técnico o energético de sistemas solares.
Como resultado de este estudio y revisión, se presenta una librería en lenguaje C (SRADLIB) como herra-
mienta clave para la recopilación de los modelos matemáticos de diferentes autores, para la comparación
entre las differentes aproximaciones propuestas y su aplicación en programas de ordenador. Se discuten, en
primer lugar, diferentes temas relacionados con la radiación solar y su modelado, incluyendo las convencio-
nes y asumpciones adoptadas y describiendo los modelos más aceptados y usados en el presente estado del
arte. Se plantean asimismo algunos problemas típicos en el cálculo numérico de los valores de radiación junto
con la solución propuesta. El documento incluye a continuación una referencia completa de las funciones
desarrolladas, con numerosos ejemplos de aplicación y cálculo.
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SRAJDLIB. A comprehensive C library for solar radiation modelling.

1. Introduction

Solar radiation has been studied and modelled by many authors from the sixties. The
number of proposed models and approaches is as wide as to require an in-depth study
and compilation to produce tools useful for modelling and analysis purposes. Moreover,
the degree of application of some of these models is constrained to certain locations or
geographical zones (due to the availability of the experimental data for each particular
study). The extensión of these models to other sites (or the modification of the semi-
empirical or regresión coefficients) imposes, as well as an adequate compilation of local
meteorological data, a correct comprehension of the solar radiation behaviour and the
knowledege of the model's methodology and characteristics.

On the other hand, it must be taken into account that the modelling of solar radiation
can be useful and interesting itself. But there are many other technological fields
requiring the radiation resources as input, for example, to check the answer of certain
system, the performance of some devices or to optimise their energetic balance. These
technological applications need to rely on engines supplying radiation data, which allow
to the researchers or engineers to test their particular systems.

In particular, the development or adaptation of solar radiation models for the case of
Spain and the availability of numerical codes ready to incorpórate these models could
improve the technological and researching results in these fields. The development of
numerical codes to allow accurate simulation of the solar radiation resources and the
performance of photovoltaic solar modules has arisen as one of the most important tasks
to be carried out within the framework of several international R&D programs.

In this context, a C library (SRADLIB) is presented as a key tool for testing the degree
of application of the mathematical models from different authors and for the comparison
among their approaches. SRADLIB has been created as a basis for all the people who
wants to introduce themselves in this field and as a support for researchers needing a
tool for modelling solar radiation for other energetic or technological problems. The final
goal would be the use of this library for the development of computer programs
generating solar radiation data specially adapted for Spain locations.

The theoretical basis for this library is first presented, with an exhaustive compilation
of different models and approaches in the current state-of-the-art, pointing out some
problems in the calculation of solar radiation valúes and the proposed solution. The sign
convention and the chosen models are presented and discussed. Then, a complete
function reference has been included, containing many examples of application and the
results obtained with them.
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SRADLIB. A comprehensive C library for solar radiation modelling.

2. SRADLIB Topics

SRADLIB is a comprehensive collection of functions (up to 80), constants and
structures compiled under a compact library. It has been written in C, and library
versions are available for different PC programming platforms (LabWindows, Borland,
Microsoft, Wattcom). It has been also tested under Unix systems and similar (or higher)
degrees of performance have been proved.

SRADLIB includes functions grouped in different categories: basic solar relationships,
sunset/sunrise, time conversión, extraterrestrial radiation calculation, ratio functions,
horizontal hourly diffuse radiation correlation, tilted surface beam radiation calculation,
tilted surface ground radiation, tilted surface hourly diffuse radiation correlation, file
and TMY support functions, and interpolation and integration functions.

At development time, special attention has been putted in choosing constants,
examples and geographical and metheorological data for Madrid (Spain), as a location
that could show average valúes of the meteorological parameters for central Spanish
sites. However, any user can modify them for other locations without hard work. In the
case of some calculation functions, standard valúes of coefficients (as reported by the
corresponding authors) have been used. In the current versión of SRADLIB, two special
models for Madrid have been incorporated, but it is foreseen that next versions could
incorpórate new ones.

In order to a correct use of SRADLIB functions, it is first necessary to know its
theoretical basis, the used methodology and the mathematical tools and corrections
introduced. The results obtained using SRADLIB can also be different to those obtained
with other codes depending, for example, on the sign convention adopted or the valué of
the used constants. Specific details about the used functions and relationships, the
chosen valúes for constants, as well as about the signs and calling convention, the
results from each subroutine or function, and some examples of calculus, are given in the
next paragraphs.

Some numerical methods and gimmicks used in SRADLIB for mathematical
calculations have been inspired and adapted from [1].

2.1. Basic Sun-Earth relationships and sign convention

The basis to calcúlate the solar radiation reaching any surface on the earth is to
define the trigonometric relationships between the sun's position in the celestial sphere
and the earth coordinates. Here, we have based these definitions and sign convention on
that proposed by Iqbal [2].
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SRADLIB. A comprehensive C library for solar radiation modelling.

The zenith angle Oz (or zenith distance) is the angle between the local zenith and the
line joining the observer and the sun (see Figure 1), and has a valué between 0 and TT/2.
The solar altitude a is the sun's angular height above the observer's celestial horizon,
varying also from 0 to rc/2. Both, zenith angle and solar altitude are complementary
angles, so:

0r=f-a (1)

The solar azimuth ^is the angle between the plañe of the observer's meridian and the
plañe joining the local zenith and the sun. It is defined as positive towards east, west
negative, and can vary from 0 to ±n. The following expression is used to calcúlate it [2]:

sin a sin ó - sin 8

cosa eos
(2)

being a the solar altitude, ^ the geographic latitude and Jthe solar declination.

The hour angle co measures the displacement of the sun along its path in the sky. It is
measured from the solar noon position, and is defined as positive in the mornings,
negative in the afternoon, and it changes 15 degrees per hour.

i Zenith
Noon position

Sun's path W

Projection of
the Sun's path

Figure 1. Definition of sun-earth coordínales and angles (solar zenith, solar
altitude, solar azimuth and hour angle).

The solar azimuth can be obtained by means of the Solar Azimuth function, and the
hour angle is calculated with the HourAngle function. The SolarAltitude function uses
then the relation (1) to calcúlate a. See the comments on paragraph 2.12 and the related
functions about the correct way to calcúlate the relation between solar time and hour
angle. Figure 2 shows the solar altitude in Madrid, calculated for several days by using
the SolarAltitude function.
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-25 25

Sotar azimuth (degrees)

Figure 2. Solar altitude in Madrid for different days ofthe year.

2.1.1. Radiation on tilted surfaces

The calculation of the radiation over a tilted plañe requires determining the sun
position together with the slope and orientation of the tilted plañe. The plañe angles are
defined as follows (see Figure 3). y? is the slope of the surface, measured from the
horizontal plañe towards the equator. yvs, the surface azimuth angle and it measures the
orientation of the surface from the local meridian, east positive. 0 is the angle of
incidence of radiation, that is, the angle between the normal to the surface and the sun-
earth vector.

Thus, the cosine of the incidence angle 6 between the sunbeam radiation and a
surface tilted an angle /? towards the equator, oriented in any direction /, is given by [2]:

cosí? = (sinocos/? - cosfi&inPcosyj&inS

+ (cosacos /? + sin^sin/Jcos/JcosíJcosíy (3)
+ eos J sin/? sin ̂  sin &>

where co is the hour angle, Sis the solar declination, and <fi, the local latitude. Notice
that, when the surface faces the south (^=0), this expression can be written as [2]:

eos6*0 = sin<5sin(f¿ - /?)+ COS£COSÚ>COS(0 - /?) (4)

and, for an horizontal surface (y=0, /£=0), the resulting expression is [2]:

cosí?. = sin Ssintp + eos c> cosacos ¿y = sina (5)

where 6Z is called the solar zenith angle. This equation gives an easy way to calcúlate
the solar altitude and the solar zenith angle. The cosine of solar zenith is obtained in

— 5 —



SRADLIB. A comprehensive C library for solar radiation tnodelling.

SRADLIB by the CosSolZenith function and the sine of solar altitude is obtained by the
SinSolAlt function by calling the CosSolZenith function.

Sun

Normal to plañe

Projection of the normal
of the plañe on an
horizontal surface

W

Figure 3. Defmition of angles for the incidence of solar radiation on a tilted plañe.

Notice that this sign convention is different than, for example, that followed by Braun
and Mitchell [3]. They defined the surface azimuth xas east negative, west positive, and
the hour angle cu as negative in the mornings, positive in the afternoon. We think the
results should be the same in our approach by only changing the valúes of y for —y, or a>
for -a.

2.1.2. Solar Declination

SRADLIB includes three different formulae for the calculation of the sun declination
5. These formulae correspond to different authors and give approximate valúes of solar
declination with varying degrees of accuracy. Spencer [4] gave this expression, in
radians:

S = 0.006918 - 0.399912 cosT
-0.006758 cos2r
-0.002697 cos3r

0.070257 sinT
0.000907 s in2r
0.00148 s in3r

(6)

being Fthe day angle, in radians, defined as:

r = 365
(7)

and where j is the day number of the year. The equation (6) estimates 8 with a
máximum error of 0.0006 rad, or if the final two terms are omitted, with a máximum
error of 0.0035 rad [2].

— 6 —
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The Perrin's [5] formula, in radians, is:

8 = sin
(

0.4 sin (j-82)
V 365

and the Cooper's [6] equation, also in radians, is:

¿ = 23.45 s in í—(j + 284)|
1365 )

(8)

O)

Equations (8) and (9) are quite accurate, although the higher precisión of the

Spencer's expression has been preferred. Many available codes use the Cooper equation

due to its simplicity. However, the rest of the functions of the SRADLIB library use the

Spencer's formulae, though the user can modify easily these functions in order to

compare the obtained results. Figure 4 shows the difference between the obtained valúes

for the declination using the Cooper and Spencer's equations. As it can be seen, the

difference is quite small.

20 \

-Cooper
-Spencer

250

Day number

Figure 4. Comparison between Cooper and Spencer equations for the solar declination.

In SRADLIB library, Spencer's formula is calculated by using the DeclinSpen

function, Cooper's one with DeclinCoop and Perrin's equation with DeclinPerr function.

The rest of functions needing the valué of declination are predefined by using the

Spencer's expression. The day angle is obtained by means of the DayAngle function and

the day number of the year with DayNumber function.

2.1.3. Other basic magnitudes

The equation of time is calculated by using the Spencer's series [4], given in radians

by:

Et = 0.000075 + 0.001868 cosT - 0.032077 sinT

-0.014615 eos ir - 0.04089 sin ir
(10)

— i
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being F the day angle calculated with equation (7). For convenience, SRADLIB
returns the valué oí Et in hours from the TimeEquat function. Figure 5 shows the valúes
of Ei during the year calculated with the TimeEquat function.

The eccentricity correction factor Eo (the reciprocal of the square of the radius vector
of the earth) is calculated with a expression in terms of a Fourier series type of
expansión, developed by Spencer [4]:

,2

En=\ — \ =1.000110+ 0.034221 cosT + 0.001280 sinT
(11)

+ 0.000719 cos2r + 0.000077 s in2r

being Fthe day angle. Duffie and Beckman proposed [7] this simpler equation:

= 1 + 0.033 cosí —
U65

(12)

being j the day number of the year. Both equations have been included in the library:
EccenCorrSpen performs the calculation of the equation (11) and EccenCorrDuff
calculates equation (12). Due to the higher precisión of the Spencer's formula, it has been
used in the rest of SRADLIB functions, although the user can modify them without
difficulty.

Year Day Number

Figure 5. Valúes ofthe Equation ofTime during the year calculated with TimeEquat.

2.2. Time convention

SRADLIB includes several functions for time conversión operations, from local
standard time (LST) to solar time (Local Apparent Time, or LAT, also called true solar
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time, TST) and also for the local official time (LOT). The basic equation that relates one
time to other is [2]:

LAT = LST + LC + Et (13)

where LC is the longitude correction, given in hours by:

LC = Ls~Lc ( 1 4 )

which accounts for the difference, in degrees, between the local longitude Lc and the
standard meridian longitude Ls. The correction is positive when the local meridian is
east the standard one, and it is negative west of the standard meridian. For a correct use
of this expression, geographical longitudes must be taken as positive west to Greenwich
meridian and negative towards east. Thus, Paris will have a negative longitude while
New York has a positive longitude.

Notice that standard meridian longitude refers in SRADLIB to that meridian in
which local site is associated to. For example, Madrid geographical longitude is +3.733°
(west to Greenwich) and its 'natural' meridian should be the nearest one, Greenwich.
However, its standard meridian for the local time is that of Paris and Vienna, Ls=—15°,
that is, with a local time of GMT+l:00h. Then, the longitude correction for Madrid will
be here LC = (-15-3.733)/15 *-l:15h.

In many countries, there exists the custom of changing between summer and winter
hourly times in order to a supposed energy saving. This change is also called daylight
saving time. For example, in Spain and other European countries, the local official time
or clock time is moved one hour forward on the last weekend of March and one hour
backward on the last weekend of October. Thus LOT would be given by:

LOT = LST + Adv = LAT -LC-Et+ Adv (15)

being Adu the advantage or increment introduced in the local time. Thus, Adv will be
of 1:00 h in Spain when the summer shift is introduced and Adu = 0 in winter. In this
way, the difference between LST and LOT in SRADLIB is only the daylight saving time
(LST = LOT in winter).

Figure 6 shows the difference LST- LAT ( = - LC — Et) for the times corresponding to
Madrid: the standard meridian time (-15°, GMT+l:00h), the Madrid LST time (without
the daylight saving time) and the Madrid LOT (including the daylight saving time).

The conversión from LST to LAT is performed in SRADLIB by the LatTime function
and the opposite change (from LAT to LST) by the LstTime function. Official time LOT is
obtained from the solar time (LAT) with OffTime function, and the SolTime function
calculates the solar time from the LOT. These last functions only introduce the summer
shift to the normal equations for LAT and LST.
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Year Day Number

Figure 6. Difference between LST and LA T: a) for the standard meridian corresponding
to Madrid (-15°, GMT+1:OO); b) for Madrid LST, includingthe longitude correction; c)

for the official time in Madrid, including the daylight saving time (lh).

2.3. Year duration

Some numeric discrepancies are commonly found between different solar radiation
codes. Some of these discrepancies are due to different formulae or expressions used to
calcúlate the parameters (as we have seen, for example, for the basic sun-earth trigono-
metric magnitudes). Other found discrepancy refers to the duration of a standard year.

We have found valúes (in days) of 365.0, 365.242 and 365.25. The first one is the more
accepted and the standard year length. Both last valúes, however, can be more accurate
with reference to the exact duration of the jrear. But, as we have already seen, some
basic equations defined for the earth-sun relationships use the standard valué of 365
days as the year duration. Moreover, the extended use of the Typical Meteorological Year
(TMY) as a source of local valúes of radiation for simulation and modelling programs, is
based in a standard year of 365 days, in which February is ever taken to have 28 days.
On the other hand, we are not very sure whether the basic relations (7), (8) and (9)
should be modified according with this different year length or not.

For these reasons we have preferred the standard valué of 365.0 days. This year
length has been introduced in a global constant called CDY, and the SRADLIB functions
for the basic equations (6) to (9) (DayAngle, DeclinCoop, DeclinSpen, DeclinPerr) have
been written with this constant. In this way, a modiñcation on the valué of CDY would
suppose the corresponding modification on these expressions, so the user can compare
the results obtained with the different year lengths and evalúate the convenience in
changing it in a permanent way.

— 10 —
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2.4. Sunrise, Sunset and Day length

The sunrise hour angle for horizontal surfaces, cos, can be obtained from (5) by simply
taking 0z=9O°. In this way [2]:

cos = eos"1 (- tan <f> tan ó) (16)

Notice that certain combinations of <f>, £could produce improper valúes of cos when

j - t a n ^ tan S\ > 1.

For this reason, SRADLIB restricts the possible valúes of the term in brackets to ±1.
The sunset hour angle is the same as the sunrise angle except for the sign difference.
Thus, the day length (in radians) for a horizontal surface will be:

do - CUS- {-CUS) = 2Ú)S. (17)

For an arbitrarily oriented surface, the corresponding expressions for sunrise and
sunset angles are [2]:

— surfaces oriented towards the east (Y>0):

cosr - mxn cos,cos
-y1 +

x2
+l

-1 x 2 - 3 - 2
+ l

x

(18)

(19)

surfaces oriented towards the west (y<0):

tas,cos
_,| - xy + y\x2 - y2 + 1

x 2
+ l

£t>s,COS
-1

2 2
-xy--\¡x~ -y +\

x 2
+ l

(20)

(21)

where

COS0
x = +sin y tan/? t an /

y
J

= tan S\

(22)

(23)
^ am y Laii p tan Y )

The day length for arbitrarily oriented surfaces will be:

dopr = Cúsr - CÚss. (24)

For horizontal surfaces, the sunrise hour angle is calculated in SRADLIB by the
HorSunrise function, sunset hour angle by the HorSunset function and the day length by

— 11
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the HDayLength function. For arbitrarily oriented surfaces, the sunrise hour angle is

calculated by the TilSunrise function, sunset hour angle by the TilSunset function and

the day length by the TilDayLength function.

2.5. Sunrise and Sunset problems calculating hourly radiation

The extraterrestrial irradiance over a surface oriented at an azimuth y, tilted an angle

fi, is [2]:

i m =IscEocos0 (25)

where Isc is the solar constant, Eo is the eccentricity correction factor and coséis given

by the equation (3). The extraterrestrial irradiation between hour angles coi and eos,

assuming Eo as constant, is obtained by integrating the above expression [2]:

W2

IofiY = ISCEQ icosd dco (26)

O),

When the hour angles are taken as the sunset coss and sunrise cosr hour angles, the

result is the extraterrestrial daily irradiation [2]:

HOfiy = ISCEO J c o s # dco (27)

Solving this equation with the valué of cos6*(3), one can obtain:

HOpY = ISCE 0\(sin fieos 0-eos <f> sin fieos y) sin S\coss -cosri

+(cos^cos/? + sin (f> sin /icos/) eos S |siníyss - siníüs,.| (28)

+ cose) sin/?sinx |cosíyss -cosa;sr|j

When an hourly radiation valué is required (irradiation over an entire hour), it is

commonly accepted the approximation of the mid-point valué (middle hour of the

interval, that is, 9:30h for the hour 9:00 to 10:00), in such a way that equation (26) gives:

IOpY = IscEo[(sin0cosf3 -cos^sin/^cos^sin^

+(cos0cos/? + sin 0 sin/? cosacos J eos £y¿ (29)

+ eos 8 sin /? sin y sin co¡ j

being OH the mid-hour point. Notice that this expression is the same as equation (25)

by using coi to calcúlate cosí?. When the expression (29) is used in hours near the sunrise

or sunset, it can be found that sunrise or sunset time occurs during the required interval

of calculation but irradiance valúes at mid-hour were zero. Then, the previous expression

would give as result zero as hourly irradiation, but this is not correct. Figure 7 shows

this situation for the sunrise.

— 12-
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A way to solve such error is to calcúlate the sunrise (sunset) time and to check if it
falls into the required interval. Then, the interval of calculation is reduced between the
original hours to the interval deñned by sunrise and the ending hour (sunset and the
starting hour), and the mid-point of this new interval is chosen to give the irradiance
valué. This has been also illustrated in the Figure 7.

4.5
Solar Time (h)

Figure 7. Displacement ofthe mid-point from the centre ofthe required interval to the
centre ofthe interval with irradiance valúes equal or greater than zero.

Notice that, for a correct valué of irradiation, this irradiance valué must be multiplied
by the width of the new interval, in order to obtain the área under the curve, and not to
assign it as the initial mid-point valué.

For this reason, SRADLIB includes different functions in order to calcúlate correctly
the extraterrestrial hourly radiation valúes. ExtHourRad function calculates the
radiation valué following the normal expression (29). A corrected versión,
ExtHourRadCor function, checks the possibility of sunrise or sunset, adjust the interval
to the adequate valúes, finds the new mid-point and multiplies the resulting irradiance
by the interval width. The calculation of extraterrestrial daily irradiation, according to
equation (28), is done with the ExtDayRad function. Additionally, ExtHourRadlnt,
ExtDayRadlnt and Hourlnteg functions have been introduced to perform direct
integration, as discussed below.

2.6. Calculation of radiation over certain period by direct integration

Other numerical discrepancy found refers to the use of the own approximation of the
mid-hour point to calcúlate hourly radiation valúes.
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With this approach, the hourly radiation calculated by (29) is assumed to be constant
over the entire hour, equal the valué of the irradiance on the mid-hour integrated over
the same period. This is a valid approach when the valúes of the extraterrestrial
irradiance show a linear behaviour (hours near sunrise or sunset) but not in a general
situation or when the hour does not end at an entire valué.

Figure 8 evaluates the accuracy of this approach in a visual form for different
intervals. The mid-hour approach is equivalent to calcúlate the área of a rectangle of
width equal to one-hour and a height of the mid-point irradiance. The exact calculation,
performed with equation (26), is equivalent to obtain the área below the irradiance curve
in the desired interval. It is clear, regarding Figure 8, that the área of both rectangle and
curve can be the same for the first case, but as much the irradiance profile tends to curve
as much the difference between both áreas is greater.

To solve this discrepancy, SRADLIB includes a basic function, Hourlnteg, which can
calcúlate in a direct way the integration of equation (26) between two arbitrary hour
angles coi and C02, using a trapezoidal rule. Hourlnteg takes into account the sunrise and
sunset times to calcúlate the radiation over the correct interval. Based on this function,
ExtHourRadlnt function calculates the hourly radiation by direct integration of the
irradiance curve over a given hour period. The calculation of extraterrestrial daily
irradiation by direct integration between sunset coSs and sunrise coSr hour angles,
according to equation (27), is done with the ExtDayRadlnt function by calling Hourlnteg.

a) b) c)

r-wi J

"'"i

Figure 8. Difference between the mid-point approach and the direct integration on the required interval. This is
shown by the different áreas under the irradiance curve and the rectangle centred at mid-hour within the

interval bound. The approach is valid in the case a), less accurate for the case b) and wrong for the case c).

The same difference appears with monthly average valúes of the preceding functions.
Extraterrestrial monthly average hourly radiation is calculated by both ExtMAHourRad
and ExtMAHourRadlnt functions. The first one calis to ExtHourRad function, the second to
ExtHourRadlnt function. The corrected versión, taking into account the sunrise/sunset
problems, is ExtMAHourRadCor function. Extraterrestrial monthly average daily
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radiation is obtained with ExtMADayRad and ExtMADayRadlnt functions, by calling

ExtDayRad and ExtDayRadlnt functions.

2.7. TMY files

Typical meteorological year (TMY) data files are a very extended source of hourly
radiation valúes, mainly for horizontal radiation, for specific locations. These files
include normally other meteorological magnitudes, useful for energy performance
simulation, as relative humidity, wind speed and direction, or ambient temperature.

The source data on these files are usually arranged in columns or rows, like in a
mathematical array, classified hour by hour for each day of the year. Each column or row
corresponds to a different magnitude.

SRADLIB includes a function to get data from these TMY files: ReadTmyData. This
function assumes the magnitude data are arranged in columns, so each row corresponds
to a different hour for each day of the year. For example, a TMY could include a
collection of 10 different magnitudes (10 different columns) and 8760 rows (365 days x 24
hours). See specific details on ReadTmyData function reference about its correct use.
Users can modify their TMY files in order to use this function or made own functions to
read data from their specific TMY files, based in the ReadTmyData function.

Usually, when horizontal radiation data are read from a TMY file, they are assumed
or assigned to the centre of the hourly interval, assuming the valué of the hourly
radiation was the valué of irradiance on the mid-hour. Notice then that the discrepancy
remarked in paragraph 2.5 is also implicit in this practice. As we have seen, for hourly
data near to sunrise (sunset) in clear days (in which horizontal radiation curve tends to
have a shape similar to extraterrestrial radiation), the approach is valid due to the
linear behaviour of the radiation on these intervals. But for those data away from
sunrise (sunset), the approach supposes a certain degree of inaccuracy because the
irradiance profile tends to have some curvature. The inaccuracies could be higher when
the daily radiation profile correspond to a non-clear day.

However, as TMY files cannot include additional details about the correct point in
which the data must be assigned, and the interpolation methodologies in use cannot
ensure an improvement in the modelling results, we have used the same approach in our
programs based in SRADLIB. The following subchapter includes comments about the
interpolating functions included in SRADLIB and the way to use them.

An exception we have introduced in our programs is referred to take into account the
sunrise and sunset hours in order to assign the first and last valúes of radiation, as
commented in paragraph 2.4 and in Figure 7. See the example of ReadTmyData function
as a sample of this approach.
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2.8. Interpolation of radiation valúes

In order to have a tool to obtain additional radiation valúes for intermedíate hours or
to allow simulation in intervals lower or different from entire hours, SRADLIB includes
a versatile function, interpRad, which allows users to interpólate data with different
methodologies. It must be taken into account that interpolation is ever only a
mathematical mechanism to try to guess valúes of intermedíate points based on the
trend of a given (reduced) set of points and cannot be ensured that the interpolation
results are the real data [1]. Moreover when the original data involve a certain
uncertainty due to the assignment of radiation data to mid-hours in each interval.

interpRad allows users to interpólate data by using 2nd or 3rd order polynomials for
each hourly interval, define the number of interpolated data, re-scale of the entire curve
or each interval to maintain the same total or partial irradiation and also the smoothing
of data. Smoothing is recommended when the re-scaling of each interval produces a
sharp shape on the irradiance profile.
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Figure 9. Original set of radiation
data assigned to the centre of

hourly intervals.
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Figure 10. Linear interpolation by Figure 11. Interpolation with a 3r'
joining consecutive points. order polynomial without

smoothing ñor re-scaling.
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Figure 12. Smoothing after the
interpolation of Figure 11.

Figure 13. Re-scale of each
interval after the interpolation

carried out in Figure 11.

Figure 14. Smoothing after the
re-scaling of Figure 13.
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Figure 9 to Figure 14 show an example of the different possibilities of InterpRad
function and the resulting interpolation. The original set of data, read from the TMY file,
are shown in Figure 9. These data correspond to a partially cloudy day and has been
chosen as example due to its irregular shape. A linear interpolation, as in Figure 10,
does not seem very useful in this case except, perhaps, for some specific intervals. A
direct interpolation with InterpRad, by using a 3rd order polynomial and without having
required neither smoothing ñor re-scaling, has been drawn in Figure 11. Notice that,
although the first valué was originally assigned to the mid-hour of the interval,
interpolation has been performed with the corrected approach discussed previously.
After this interpolation, we have introduced a 5th order smoothing on the resulting data,
which has been presented in Figure 12. Figure 13 shows the result of a re-scaling of each
hourly interval after the initial interpolation, without smoothing. As it can be regarded,
the shape of the resulting curve is more sharpen. If we perform a smoothing after this re-
scaling, the result is that of Figure 14. In this case, the result is quite similar to the
original interpolation (Figure 11) but other data sets can give different results.

Obviously, when the original set of data correspond to a clear day, the results of
interpolation is more accurate and the risk of uncertainty is lower. In any case, we do not
recommend the exhaustive use of interpolation to get intermedíate valúes, especially for
non-clear or cloudy days.

2.9. Ratio functions

SRADLIB includes five functions in order to calcúlate the ratio between irradiance or
irradiation valúes for tilted surfaces and irradiance or irradiation valúes for horizontal
surfaces. These ratio functions are then used to calcúlate radiation on tilted surfaces
based on the available data for horizontal surfaces.

The contribution of beam radiation on a tilted surface hpr can be calculated, in the
absence of earth's atmosphere, from the valué of beam radiation on a horizontal surface
h by using the geometric factor Rb [2]:

coso',

being 8 the incidence angle of the beam radiation on the tilted surface and 9z the solar
zenith angle (that is, the angle of incidence of the beam radiation on an horizontal
surface).

Rblrrad function calculates the ratio of the irradiance on an inclined surface to that
on a horizontal surface by using the (43) expression. The resting four functions
calculates the ratio between extraterrestrial radiation on tilted surfaces to that on
horizontal surfaces in an hourly (RbHourRad), daily (RbDayRad), monthly average hourly
(RbMAHourRad) or monthly average daily (RbMADayRad) time basis.
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These functions are then used for the calculation of the beam radiation on tilted
surfaces over the earth's surface. It is commonly accepted that the ratio between
radiation on tilted surfaces and on horizontal ones is the same (aproximately the same)
in extraterrestrial conditions and in the earth's surface. For example, for hourly
radiation valúes:

Io I

so, once the horizontal hourly radiation is known (for example, an experimental or
TMY data), the beam contribution can be easily calculated. The same ñts for daily
radiation valúes:

This approach is used by the TilBeamHour, TilBeamDay, TilBeamMAHour and

TilBeamMADay functions to calcúlate the beam radiation on arbitrarily tilted/oriented
surfaces on the earth's surface in difierent time basis.

After the discussion on the different approaches of calculation for hourly and daüy
extraterrestrial radiation (paragraph 2.6), it has been introduced in these four Ratio
functions the possibility of choosing the form of calculation the extraterrestrial radiation.
This is done by means of a parameter called mode. For example, for hourly valúes
(RbHourRad), mode selects among the ExtHourRad (mode=0), ExtHourRadCor (mode=l) and
ExtHourRadlnt (mode=2) functions. Table I collects the functions called by each valué of
the mode parameter. In this way, the user can select whether to include the discussed
corrections for extraterrestrial hourly radiation or not.

mode
valué

0

1

2

RbHourRad
calis to

ExtHourRad

ExtHourRadCor

ExtHourRadlnt

RbDayRad
calis to

ExtDayRad

ExtDayRadlnt
—

RbMAHourRad
calis to

ExtMAHourRad

ExtMAHourRadCor

ExtMAHourRadlnt

RbMADayRad
calis to

ExtMADayRad

ExtMADayRadlnt

—

Table I. Functions called by changing the mode parameter.

2.10. Horizontal hourly diffuse radiation

SRADLIB includes five different functions for the calculation of horizontal hourly
diffuse radiation correlation, collecting models from different authors: Erbs et al. [8],
Orgill & Hollands [9], Boes et al. [10], Reindl et al. [11] and Macagnan et al. [12]. The
models proposed by Macagnan are specifically developed and adapted for the case of
Madrid.
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Other correlation models have been proposed by Skartveit & Olseth [13], Maxwell [14]

and Macagnan [12]. Future versions of SRADLIB could also include these models.

All these functions require as input the valué of horizontal hourly global radiation I

(for example, taken from a TMY file) and give as result the valúes of horizontal hourly

diffuse radiation Id and horizontal hourly beam radiation Ib. Each correlation calculates

well the valué of Id, well that of Ib, and obtains the other from the relation I = Id + h. The

calculation is performed with different expressions depending on the valúes of the

clearness index kt, that is, the ratio between horizontal hourly global radiation I on the

earth's surface and the extraterrestrial horizontal hourly radiation lo:

kt = -f- (33)
•'o

For convenience, these functions include the possibility of choosing the form to

calcúlate the extraterrestrial hourly radiation, by means of the mode parameter, which

selects among the ExtHourRad (mode=0), ExtHourRadCor (mode=l) and ExtHourRadlnt

(mode=2) functions.

2.10.1. Erbs' correlation

The Erbs' correlation [8] is based in data for four USA locations, with geographical

latitudes between 31°N to 42°N, and is defined by the following polynomial relations:

1.0- 0.09 kt forkt< 0.22

40.9511-0.1604^ + 4.388 V - 16.638fe£
J +12.336/^ for 0.22 < kt <0.80 (34)

0.165 for kt > 0.80

This correlation is calculated by the HorHDC_Erbs function.

2.10.2. Boes' correlation

The correlation proposed by Boes et al. [10] can be written in the following manner.

The horizontal hourly beam radiation is given by the relation:

Ib=ldncos0z (35)

where Qz is the solar zenith angle, and Ida is the direct normal beam radiation which

can be obtained by:

0 for 0 < kt < 0.2888605

hn =UsAL33Mkt -0.3843) for 0.2888605 < kt < 0.8443325 (36)

0.739 Isc for kt > 0.8443325

being Le the solar constant. The Boes' correlation is calculated with the HorHDC_Boes

function.
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2.10.3. Orgill & Holland's correlation

These authors, based on data measured in Toronto (Canadá), proposed the following
relation [9]:

'1.0-0.249fet forO<kt < 0.35

^- = < 1.557-1.84kL for 0.35 < kt < 0.75 (37)

0.177 forkt > 0.75

This correlation is obtained in SRADLIB by the HorHDC Orgill function.

2.10.4. Reindl2 correlation

Reindl et al [11] proposed three different correlation models for the calculation of the
horizontal hourly diffuse radiation. In SRADLIB we have chosen the two simpler
expressions, and we have called them as Reindl2 and Reindl3.

They used experimental data for five locations, between 28°N and 60°N and analysed
different climatic parameters in order to reduce the typical error. The more sophisticated
model is based in the valúes of ambient temperature, relative humidity, solar altitude
and clearness index. A simpler correlation, here called Reindl2, uses only the valúes of
the sine of solar altitude a and clearness index, and is given by:

'1.020 - 0.254/e, +0.0123sina for 0 < kt < 0.3 and {ld/l)<\.0

-£L = < 1.4 _i.749fef +0.177 sina for 0.3 < kt < 0.78 and 0.1 < {ld/l)< 0.97 (38)

0A86kt -0.182sina for kt > 0.78 and (ld/l)> 0.1

The additional restrictions introduced eliminate the possibility of non-reasonable
results. This correlation is calculated by the HorHDC_Reindl2 function.

2.10.5. Reindl3 correlation

The simplest correlation proposed by Reindl et al [11], based only on the clearness
index, is written as follows:

'1.020 - 0.248 kt for 0 < kt < 0.3 and (ld / / ) < 1.0

^ 1.45- 1.67kt for 0.3 < kt < 0.78

0.147 forkt> 0.78

This correlation can be obtained with the HorHDC Reindl3 function.

(39)
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2.10.6. Madridl correlation

The Madridl correlation, developed by Macagnan et al [12], is based in data of global
and diffuse radiation measured for Madrid. It is a kt based corelation, similar to those of
Erbs [8], Orgill & Holllands [9] and Reindl [11] (Reindl3 model [11]). It is defined by the
following polynomial relations:

d

20.996 + 0.0424/e, - 0.586kt
2 for kt < 0.2

41.11-0.203fct -2.52/e£
2 +0.617/^3 +1.063/e¿4 for 0.2 < kt < 0.75 (40)

I
• 0.0169 - 0.99^+1.63&/ for kt > 0.75

This correlation is calculated by the HorHDC Madridl function.

2.10.7. Madrid2 correlation

The Madrid2 correlation was also developed by Macagnan et al [12], based in the
same set of radiation data. This correlation uses the valúes of the solar altitude a and
clearness index kt, as that proposed by Reindl {Reindl2 model [11]), and is given by:

'0.9955 + 2.3979^-0.7033sina forO<kt < 0.18

1.123-1.22 fe,+0.000273 sin a for 0.18 < kt < 0.81 (41)h
I

1.47-1.466 fet -0.081 sin a for kt > 0.81

This correlation is obtained in SRADLIB by the HorHDC_Madrid2 function.

Figure 15 plots the correlation Madridl in comparison with those of Erbs, Orgill &
Hollands and Reindl3 by calculating the Id/I fraction as function of the clearness index
ki. As it can be seen, the Erbs, Orgill & Hollands and Reindl3 correlations give similar
results. Madridl correlation shows some differences in the fraction Id/I for valúes of kt,
especially in the range [0.2,0.75], with reference to those calculated with the other
correlations. The reason for this difference is due to the over-estimation of the diffuse
fraction of the global radiation calculated with the other models [12]. For valúes higher
than kt > 0.75, the Madridl correlation shows an anormal behaviour with respect to the
other correlations. This behaviour is a consequence of the specific Typical Mete orólo gical
Year developed by the author, which has certain valúes with this behaviour for the kt
range [0.75,1]. However, the number of days with kt valúes in this range is very low and
the possible errors that could arise would be very small by using other TMY files.
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Figure 15. Comparison among different horizontal hourly diffuse
radiation correlations included in SRADLIB.

2.11. Tilted surface hourly diffuse radiation

SRADLIB includes seven functions for the calculation of hourly diffuse radiation
correlation for tilted surfaces, based on the models from different authors: Isotropic [15],
Temps & Coulson [16], Klucher [17], Hay & Davies [18], Reindl et al [19] and Pérez et al
[20][21][22].

All these models give relations between ldpP the hourly diffuse radiation on tilted
surfaces defined by the slope /3 and the surface azimuth y, and Id, the hourly diffuse
radiation on horizontal surfaces.

For convenience, Hay's, Reindl's and Perez's models include also the mode parameter,
which selects among the ExtHourRad (mode=0), ExtHourRadCor (mode=l) and
ExtHourRadlnt (mode=2) functions to calcúlate the extraterrestrial radiation.

Then, the global radiation incident on a tilted surface Ipr can be calculated with:

Ipy = hfiy + Idfr + Igpy (42)

being hpy the hourly beam radiation and Igpr the hourly ground radiation on the tilted
surface.

9 9
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2.11.1. Gound Radiation

SRADLIB includes only one function to calcúlate the tilted surface ground radiation,
lgp-r TilGroundRad. This function calculates the hourly or daily amounts of ground
reflected radiation incident on inclined surfaces assuming an isotropic reflection
(perfectly diffuse reflection), for a given albedo p valué, as [2]:

(43)

Hgpy = H p ^ ^ (44)

being /, H the hourly and daily valúes of radiation on a horizontal surface and f3 the
slope of the tilted surface. For convenience, TilGroundRad function accepts different
valúes of the albedo p, although a common accepted valué for many purposes is ,0=0.2.

2.11.2. Isotropic model

The isotropic model [15] is the simplest of the tilted surface models. This model
assumes that all the diffuse radiation is uniformly distributed over the complete sky
dome. The hourly diffuse radiation Idpy is given by:

l (AK)
T O

1d l

where /? is the tilted angle over the horizontal. This model becomes a good
approximation under completely cloudy skies but for clear skies its validity decreases
due to circumsolar and horizon brightening anisotropic effects. This relation is
calculated with the TilHDif Isotrop function.

2.11.3. Temps & Coulson's model

Temps and Coulson [16] introduced some modifications inthe isotropic model to
include circumsolar and horizon brightening contributions. In their model:

s i n 3 ( / ? / 2 ) ) x

being 6 the incidence angle and 9z the solar zenith angle. This model does not give
good results for cloudy or partially cloudy skies. This equation is calculated in SRADLIB
by the TilHDifTemps function.
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2.11.4. Klucher's model

Klucher [17] proposed a modified versión of the Temps & Coulson's model by means of
a modulating function given by:

í T \2

(47)

where Id is the horizontal hourly diffuse radiation and I is the horizontal hourly global
radiation. Then the tilted surface hourly diffuse radiation was given by:

jpr_ = 1 + cos/? x A + F s i n 3 ( ^ / 2 ) | x (i + Fcos2 #sin3 0g) (48)

For cloudy skies F=0 and the equation reduces to the Isotropic model, and for clear
days, JF—»1, the equation becomes Temps & Coulson's relation. The Klucher's model is
calculated by the TilHDifKlucher function.

2.11.5. Hay & Davies' model

Hay and Davies [18] introduced an anisotropy index, Ai, to weight the circumsolar
and isotropic radiation components. Ai defines a portion of the diffuse radiation to be
treated as circumsolar and the remaining portion as isotropic. It is defined as:

A, = ̂  (49)
-'o

where h is the horizontal hourly beam radiation and lo is the extraterrestrial
horizontal hourly radiation. Then, the hourly diffuse radiation is given by:

-y-í- = (l-A /)x - +AIRb (50)
ld L

being Rb the geometric factor for beam radiation. This model does not consider the
horizon as a source of diffuse radiation. When the beam radiation is very low (as in
cloudy skies), Ai =0 and the resulting equation becomes the isotropic model. This
equation is obtained with the TilHDif Hay function.

2.11.6. Reindl's model

Reindl at al. [19] added a horizon brightening diffuse term to the Hay & Davies'
model. This term is modulated by means of a factor / defined as:

/ = J:V (51)
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where h is the horizontal hourly beam radiation and I is the horizontal hourly global

radiation. The ratio between hourly diffuse radiation for tilted and horizontal surfaces is:

^ ^ ^ ^ + A ^ (52)

Notice that the horizon brightening term is that of Temps & Coulson's model, and the

correction factor / is introduced as in the Klucher's model. The Reindl' s relation is

obtained by means of the TilHDif Reindl function.

2.11.7. Perezl model

Pérez et al [20] proposed a different anisotropic model that was later simplified and

modified [21][22]. Pérez proposed two different approaches, considering the circumsolar

región as a point source and as a 25° circumsolar región. We have selected the point

source model due to its simplicity (higher than the circumsolar model) and quite

accurate reproduction of solar radiation for Madrid, based on the simplified versión of

[21]. Although this model has been later improved [22], we have include it for its

relevance and extended use, and for comparison purposes.

Perez's model accounts for circumsolar, horizon brightening and isotropic radiation by

some empirically obtained reduced brightness coefficients, Fi, F2. These coefficients are

functions of the sky clearness, s, and the sky brightness, A, defined as follows [21]:

J + I d (53)
Id

A = ̂ - (54)

where Idn is the direct normal beam radiation obtained by (35). These parameters are

used to calcúlate the reduced brightness coefficients, Fi, F2, from the following

relationships:

Fl = Fu(s) + F[2(s)A + Fn{e)9z (55)

F2 = F2l(e) + F22(s)A + F23{s)9z (56)

being F¡¡ the Pérez coefficients given in Table II.

Finally, the ratio between hourly diffuse radiation for tilted surfaces and that for

horizontal surfaces is:

IdBy /, „ \ 1 + COS/? ,_, I COS^

cosdz

F2 sin p (57)

This point source model is here called Perezl model and is calculated with the

TilHDifPerezlPnt function.
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Table II. Pérez coefficients for
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6.200

00
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-O.008
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1.060
0.678

Fn

0.588
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0.487
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-0.392
-1.237
-1.600
-0.327

Fn

-0.105
-0.166
-0.250
-0.373
-0.465
-0.514
-0.433
-0.352
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Fn

-0.062
-0.151
-0.221
-0.295
-0.362
-0.412
-0.359
-0.250

Fn

-0.040
-0.016

0.069
0.148
0.268
0.306
0.287
0.226

Fn

0.074
0.114

-0.002
-0.137
-0.497
-0.804
-1.286
-2.449

^ 2 3

-0.031
-0.045
-0.062
-0.056
-0.029

0.046
0.166
0.383

source model Perezl.

F2i

-0.060
-0.019

0.055
0.109
0.226
0.288
0.264
0.156

F22

0.072
0.066

-0.064
-0.152
-0.462
-0.823
-1.127
-1.377

F23

-0.022
-0.029
-0.026
-0.014

0.001
0.056
0.131
0.251

Table III. Pérez coefficients for the point-source model Perezl.

2.11.8. Perez2 model

However, due to the later corrections and improvements proposed by Pérez et al [22],
a second Pérez model has been introduced in SRADLIB. In this second point-source
improved model, here called as Perez2, the sky clearness sis defined as:

e = —^ - 1 (58)
\ + kd¡

being k a constant equal to 1.041. This ft-based formulation was added to eliminate
dependence between s and the solar zenith angle. The ratio between hourly diffuse
radiation for tilted and horizontal surfaces is now:

COS/? n ( a \ n • a /cn\

J± F \ \ F f i (59)( 1 i l ) x ^ +

where the angular location of the circumsolar región is determined by the ratio (a/b)
given by:

a _ max(o,cos6>) ,„„,
b ~ max(0.087,cos61-)

The lowest limit for b (0.087=cos 85°) has been introduced to remove valúes
corresponding to low solar elevation and to avoid discontinuities such as when (a/6) —> <x>.
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The coefficients for this model are collected in the Table III. Notice this set of coefficients
differs slightly from that presented in previous works by the same authors [23]. This
model is calculated in SRADLIB with the TilHDif Perez2Pnt function.

Additional works of other authors (as Robledo & Soler [24]) discussed the dependence
of these coefficients on surface orientation for the case of Madrid. By the moment,
SRADLIB does not include any function with special Pérez coefficients for Madrid,
although further versions could do it.

2.12. Constants and structures

There are four basic constants defined in the library header, SRADLlB.h, which could
cause some differences in the numerical results obtained with different programs and
codes. Here, we have chosen the following valúes:

Sdefine CPI 3.14159265359
íídefine CDY 365.0 / * Year dura t ion (days) * /
#define CSC 1367.0 / * Solar Constant (W/m2) * /
#define CAU 14959789.0; / * Astronomical Unit (km) * /

The two first constants (CPI, the valué of %, and CDY, the duration of the year in days)
are frequently found with a wide range of valúes around the standard ones. We have
discussed before about the correct valué for the year length. CPI has a common accepted
valué and the differences found are due only to the numerical precisión (for example,
some codes use 3.1416 or 3.141597 for CPI). Standard compilers have also predefined
valúes of n, so the user can substitute CPI for this valué.

The Solar Constant is usually defined as in our case and the Astronomical Unit (AU)
can be found in a shorter valué of 1.496xlO8 km. However AU valué is not used in the
SRADLIB functions (in the current versión) so it is not relevant the exact valué used.

For basic calculations about the sun position in the celestial sphere, it is very useful to
can convert between time and angle units, that is, from hours to degrees or radians or in
the opposite way. We have introduced some conversión factors to allow change among
the different magnitudes. Instead of using calculated valúes, we have preferred to use
mathematical expressions in order to make easy for the user to define other valúes of
CPI. As defined in the SRADLIB . h header, they are:

#define CHD 15.0 /* Hours to Degrees conversión */
Degrees to Hours conversión */
Hours to Radians conversión */
Radians to Hours conversión */
Degrees to Radians conversión */
Radians to Degrees conversión */

'¿I

#define
tfdef ine
#define
#define
#define

CDH
CRH
CHR
CDR
CRD

(1.0/CHD)
(180.0/(CPI*
(CHD*CPI/180
(CPI/180.0)
(180.0/CPI)

CHD) )
• 0)

/'
/'
/ • >

/ • *

/ '
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The basic constant is CHD, which allows converting hours to degrees. It is based in the
velocity of displacement of the sun in the sky (360 degrees per day, 15 degrees per hour).
Notice that the ñame of these constants is based in the conversión way: to convert hours
to degrees, we use the Convert-Hours-to-Degrees (CHD) constant. The inverse process,
converting degrees to hours, would use the Convert-Degrees-to-Hours (CHD) constant,
and so on. Notice also that each pair of constants includes the inverse conversión for
each constant. For example, CHR=1/CRH, CRD=1/CDR.

Special care must be paid in the use of these constants. These conversión factors are
used only to convert the unit of a certain magnitude, and not to calcúlate the hour angle
or related valúes. Below, in the description of the functions, additional details are given
in order to distinguish the correct use of these constants (see HourAngle, AngToNoon and
AngToHour functions). For example, these conversión factors have been correctly used in
this simple program:

finclude "radlib.h"

void main(void)
{

float hr=3.5;
printf (" Period of calculation (hrs): %+.31f\n", hr) ;
printf("Equivalent angle displacement (deg): %+.31f\n", CHD*hr);
printf("Equivalent angle displacement (rad): %+.31f\n", CHR*hr);
exit(0) ;

}

The header defines also a structure with some single precisión variables, used for
calculations involving geographical valúes for the specific location simulated. The
structure, called geo, includes valúes for geographical latitude (lat), longitude (ion),
corresponding local time zone meridian (mer), and altitude over sea level (alt).

struct geo {
float lat;
float Ion;
float mer;
float alt;
float win;
float sum;

} ;

The geo structure includes two valúes to introduce the date (day year number, from 1
to 365) in which the hour is changed from the winter time to the summer time (win) and
a second for the date to change the summer time to the winter time (sum). This is useful
to allow the correct conversión between solar time and local official time. There is a
built-in function to read these variables from an ASCII file containing the valúes from a
specific location (see the ReadGeoData function). The valúes for Madrid, stored in the
' Madrid, geo' file, are, accordingly to the comments about the time functions:
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lat = 4 0.4 5;
Ion = 3.733;
mer = -15.0;
alt = 664.0;
win = 87.0;
sum = 304.0;

If someone does not require to take into account this change, set win=366 and sum=0.

The header file includes also two macros to calcúlate máximum and mínimum valúes
for a given couple of valúes. These macros are defined as:

# d e f i n e M I N ( a , b ) ( a < b ) ? a : b
# d e f i n e MAX(a ,b) ( a > b ) ? a : b

Usually, C compilers include their own macros and substitutions to calcúlate max and
min valúes, so you can use these built-in macros or functions instead the included ones.
Pay attention in changing the code of all the functions that use these macros with the
new macros.

Notice that changes in the external files (as *. geo files) do not affect the library
performance, but changes in the library header (as the change of MAX and MIN macros by
built-in macros, or the substitution of functions like DeclinSpen by DeclinCoop) require
the recompilation of the source code to reñect the changes.

The annex at the end of this manual includes the current 'SRADLiB.h' header file for
reference.

2.13. Future improvements

At this moment, SRADLIB does not include functions to perform calculations on other
aspects of solar radiation modelling. In particular, it is noticeable the absence of
functions for:

-— solar radiation on tracking surfaces

— horizontal daily average diffuse radiation correlation

-— horizontal monthly average diffuse radiation correlation

— other ground radiation relations different from isotropic one.

The inclusión of these calculations and functions has been delayed until further
versions of SRADLIB.
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3. Library Reference

In the next paragraphs, a complete reference for functions and variables used in the
SRADLIB library is included, The functions and subroutines have been grouped in
different categories. All these functions are detailed in an alphabetical order in the
following pages.

3.1. General Overview about the SRADLIB functions

1. Basic functions and Sun-Earth relationships

This group of functions includes some simple formulae used widely in the rest of the
library for more complex equations although they can be used them-self for special
calculations. It includes calculation of the year day number (DayNumber), solar
declination (formulae by Spencer, DeclinSpen, Cooper, DeclinCoop, and Perrin,
DeclinPerr), the day angle (DayAngle), time equation (Spencer's formula, TimeEquat),
Eccentricity Correction Factor (Spencer's formula, ExcenCorrSpen, Duffie & Beckman's
formula, ExcenCorrDuff), solar zenith (SolarZenith, and its cosine, CosSolZenith),
solar altitude (SolarAltitude, and its sine, SinSolAlt), solar azimuth (solarAzimuth),
and the angle of incidence (incidAng, and its cosine, CosIncidAng).

The example included in the CosIncidAng function includes many of these functions.

Included functions:

— CosIncidAng — DeclinPerr -— SinSolAlt

— CosSolZenith — DeclinSpen — SolarAltitude
— DayAngle — EccenCorrDuff — SolarAzimuth
— DayNumber — EccenCorrSpen — SolarZenith
— DeclinCoop — IncidAng — TimeEquat

2. Sunset and Swirise

These functions calcúlate the sunrise and sunset hour angles both for horizontal
(HorSunrise, HorSunset) and tilted surfaces (Sunrise, TilSunset). The day length is
calculated then by using these basic functions (HdayLength, TilDayLength). In fact, the
horizontal versión could be not used, because the tilted versions give the same results as
horizontal ones when tilted angle and orientation are put as zero.

Included functions:

— HdayLength — HorSunset — TilSunrise

— HorSunrise — TilDayLength — TilSunset
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3. Time and angle conversión

This group includes functions in order to convert between different time scales and
units. They are considered here as support functions to be used in other functions or
calculations. The conversión among LAT, LST or LOT is performed with the LatTime,
LstTime, OffTime and SolTime functions. PstTime function returns a standard time
format string. HourAngle and AngToNoon allows converting between hour angles and
solar time valúes. AngToHour function carries out the same conversión as with the CRH
constant.

Included functions:

— AngToHour — LatTime — PstTime

— AngToNoon — LstTime — SolTime

— HourAngle — OffTime

4. Extraterrestrial radiation

These functions allow calculating the extraterrestrial valúes of radiation and
irradiance. It includes the calculation of the irradiance (Extlrrad), the hourly radiation
(ExtHourRad, ExtHourRadCor and ExtHourRadlnt), the daily radiation (ExtDayRad,
ExtDayRadlnt), the monthly average hourly radiation (ExtMAHourRad) and the monthly
average daily radiation (ExtMADayRad).

List of included functions:

— ExtDayRad — ExtHourRadCor — ExtMADayRad

— ExtDayRadlnt — ExtHourRadlnt — ExtMADayRadlnt

— ExtHourRad — Extlrrad — ExtMAHourRad

5. Ratio functions

This group of functions are support functions to calcúlate the ratio between the
radiation available on horizontal and tüted surfaces. It includes versions for the
irradiance ratio (Rblrrad), hourly radiation (RbHourRad), daily radiation (RbDayRad),
monthly average hourly radiaiton (RbMAHourRad) and monthly average daily radiation
(RbMADayRad).

Included functions:

— RbDayRad — Rblrrad — RbMAHourRad

— RbHourRad — RbMADayRad
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6. Horizontal hourly diffuse radiation correlation

These functions calcúlate the valúes of the horizontal hourly diffuse Id and beam h
radiation by using the correlations discussed in the paragraph 2.10: Boes' correlation

(HorHDC_Boes), Erbs' model (HorHDC_Erbs), Orgill & Holland's model (HorHDC_Orgill),

and Reindl's correlations (HorHDC_Reindl2 and HorHDC_Reindl3).

List of included functions:

— HorHDC_Boes — HorHDC_Madrid2 — HorHDC_Reindl2

— HorHDC_Erbs — HorHDC_Orgill —- HorHDC_Reindl3

— HorHDC_Mdridl

7. Tilted surface beam radiation

By using the functions called as Ratio functions, this group can calcúlate the beam
irradiance or beam radiation on arbitrarily tilted/oriented surfaces on different time
periods: irradiance (TilBeamlrrad), hourly radiation (TilBeamHour), daily radiation
(TilBeamDay), monthly average hourly radiation (TilBeamMAHour) and monthly average
daily radiation (TilBeamMADay).

Included functions:

— TilBeamDay — TilBeamlrrad — TilBeamMAHour

— TilBeamHour — TilBeamMADay

8. Tilted surface ground radiation

Only one function (TilGroundRad) is currently incorporated in SRADLIB in order to
calcúlate the ground reflected radiation over tilted surface.

Included functions:

— TilGroundRad

9. Tilted surface hourly diffuse radiation

These group of functions calcúlate the hourly diffuse radiation on an arbitrarily
tilted/oriented plañe Idpr on the earth's surface. They are based on the different hourly
diffuse radiation correlations discussed in the paragraph 2.11: Hay & Davies' model
(TilHDifHay), Isotropic model (TilHDiflsotrop), Klucher's model (TilHDifKlucher),
Perez's models (TilHDifPerezlPnt and TilHDifPerez2Pnt), Reindl's model
(TilHDifReindl) and Temps & Coulson's model (TilHDifTemps).

Included functions:

— TilHDifHay — TiiHDifPerezlPnt — TilHDifReindl

— TilHDiflsotrop — TilHDifPerez2Pnt — TilHDifTemps

— TilHDifKlucher
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10. File and support functions

This group include functions for file processing (read and save data, ReadGeoData,

ReadTmyData, SaveAsciiFile) and some library functions for numerical comparisons

(InRange family) or error handling (radlerr, radlwar).

Included functions:

— InRanBt — InRanWt — ReadGeoData

— InRange _ radlerr — ReadTmyData

— InRanTp — radlwar — SaveAsciiFile

11. Iiitegrating/Interpolating functions

For special calculations, some special methematical and numeiical operations
(interpolation, integration, smoothing) are required. SRADLIB includes functions for
integrating • (Hourlnteg, Traplnteg), interpolating (interpRad) and smoothing
(DataSmooth) radiation data.

Included functions:

— DataSmooth — InterpRad — Traplnteg

— Hourlnteg
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3.2. Function Reference

3.2.1. AngToHour

Description:

This function converts angle valúes (displacement) to hours by multiplying the angle

by the CRH factor. The valué is returned in hours. In this way, a displacement of the sun

in the celestial sphere of n/4 radians corresponds to a period of time of 3.0 hours. Notice

that AngToNoon function does not perform the same conversión. AngToNoon understands

the input angle valué as an hour angle while AngToHour understands the input angle

valué as a displacement or increment of the sun position and converts it to a period of

time. So AngToHour (or the other conversión factors) performs a simple change of units.

Function Prototype:

float AngToHour (float ang);

Input valúes:
Ñame

ang

Type

float

Valúes

any

Description

An angle interval, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes Description

float a n y The angle interval converted to period of time, in hours.

Example:

This example shows the difference between the results obtained with AngToNoon and
AngToHour functions.

Sinclude "SRADLIB.h"

void main(void)
{

float w = 0.7 8 5398; /* w in radians */
printf(" Hour Angle valué: %+.51f rd\n", w);
printf(" Corresponding standard time: %+.51f hr\n", AngToNoon(w));
printf(" Angle increment: %+.51f rd\n", w);
printf("Corresponding period of time: %+.51f hr\n", AngToHour(w));
exit (0);

}
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3.2.2. AngToNoon

Description:

This function converts hour angle ¿avalúes to standard hours (with reference to noon).
The hour angle is defined as zero at noon and positive in the morning. The valué is
returned in standard solar time (hours). Thus, an hour angle of ¿y = -ni A rad gives h = 9.0
hours (that is, 9:00), and an hour angle oí. co — +n/A rad gives h = 15.0 hours (that is,
15:00). This function works in the opposite way than HourAngle function. Notice that
AngToNoon function is different from the conversión performed by using the CRH factor. If
we multiply the angle displacement co - ni A rad by CRH, we obtain CRHX&> = 3.0 hours,
that is, the difference between noon and the time corresponding the hour angle co = +n/A
rad. For comparison, see the function AngToHour which carry out the direct conversión by
using the CRH factor. HourAng performs the inverse operation made by AngToNoon. See
the HourAng reference for further details and examples.

Function Prototype:

float AngToNoon (float w) ;

Input valúes:
Ñame

w

Type

float

Valúes

-n to +7c

Description

The hour angle in radians

Returned valué:

Type Valúes Description

float o to 24 The standard solar time for this hour angle, in
hours.

Example:

See the example of the AngToHour function.
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3.2.3. CosIncidAng

Description:

This function calculates the cosine of the incidence angle 9 between the sunbeam
radiation and a surface tilted an angle J3 towards the equator, oriented in any direction y,
according to the equation (3). When when y=0 and ft=0, the CosIncidAng function
returns the same valué as CosSolZenith. The IncidAng function calis CosIncidAng and
calculates its árceosme valué.

Function Prototype:

float CosIncidAng (float b, float g, float w, float d, float 1);

Description

The tilted angle of the surface /?, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The hour angle co, in radians.

-0.45 to 0.45 The solar declination S, in radians.

The local latitude <fi, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (aprox) Description

float - l t o l The valué of the cosine of the incidence angle.

Example:

This example illustrates the use of the CosIncidAng, CosSolZenith and IncidAng
functions. It also uses the SolarAititude, SinSolAlt, SolarZenith, AngToNoon,
CosSolZenith, SolarAzimuth, DayNumber and DeclinSpen functions and the CDR factor.

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

w

d

1

Type

float

float

float

float

float

Valúes

0 to JI /2

—n to +TC

—Tí tO +7t

-0.45 to

n t.n -n-
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tinclude "SRADLIB.h"

void main(void)

float b,g,w,d,l,h;
int j ;

h = 11.0;
w = HourAngle(h);
1 = CDR*40.45;
j = DayMumber(16,10)
d = DeclinSpen(j);

/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

solar time */
Corresponding hour angle */
latitude of Madrid */
day 16'h October */
declination */

printf("\n\n");
printf(" Year day number
printf(" Hour angle
printf(" Standard solar time
printf(" Solar declination
printf{" Solar azimuth
printf(" Solar altitude (SA)
printf(" Sine(SA)
printf(" Solar zenith (SZ)
printf(" Cosine(SZ)

\n" , j :
%+8.41f
%+8.41f
%+8.41f
%+8.41f
%+8.41f
%+8.41f
%+8.41f
%+8.41f

rd\n",
hr\n" ,
rd\n",
rd\n",
rd\n",
\n" ,
rd\n",
\n".

w) ;
AngToNoon(w));
d) ;
SolarAzimuth(w, d
SolarAltitude(w,
SinSolAlt(w,d,l)
SolarZenith(w,d,
CosSolZenith(w,d

,1)
d,l
) ;
1) )
,1)

))

b = CDR*30.0;
g = CDR*15.0;
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(

/* slope */
/* orientation */

\nTilted surface\n");
Surface slope: %+8.41f rd\n"

Surface orientation: %+8.41f rd\n"
Incidence angle (IA): %+8.41f rd\n"

Cosine(IA): % + 8.41f \n" ,

b = 0.0,
g = 0.0,
printf C
printf C
printf P
printf (v

printf("

exit (0) ;

/* slope */
/* orientation */

XnHorizontal surface\n");
Surface slope: %+8.41f rd\n"

Surface orientation: %+8.41f rd\n"
Incidence angle (IA): %+8.41f rd\n"

Cosine(IA): %+8.41f \n",

b) ;

g ) ;
I ncidAng (b, g, vi, d, 1) ) ;
CosIncidAng(b,g,w,d,1)

b ) ;

g ) ;
incidAng(b,g,w,d,1));
CosIncidA^ng (b, g, w, d, 1) ) ;
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3.2.4. CosSolZenith

Description:

This function calculates the cosine of the solar zenith angle 6Z by means of the

equation (4). The SinSolAlt function calis to CosSolZenith thanks to the equation (5)

and SolarAltitude uses the relation (1) to calcúlate a.

Function Prototype:

float CosSolZenith (float w, float d, float 1);

Input valúes:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

w float —n to +7t The hour angle co, in radians.

d float -0.45 to 0.45 The solar declination 5, in radians.

1 float 0 to TC The local latitude <j>, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (aprox) Description

float -1 to 1 The valué of the cosine of the solar zenith angle.

Example:

See the example of the CosIncidAng function.
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3.2.5. DataSmooth

Description:

This function performs a single smoothing of the input data matrix by obtaining the
average valué of the n preceding and n following data for each matrix valué, being n the
order of the smoothing. The smoothed valué is calculated by applying the formula:

T , (6D
Jj=i-n

As the smoothing order ulereases, the initial shape of the curve can be changed,
because the smoothing process ever involves a certain loss of information with reference
to the initial set of data. It is recommended to carefulness use smoothing functions and
not to use high valúes of n in order to prevent great distortions in the original curve [1].

DataSmooth function is called by the interpRad function, as requested by the user, in
order to interpólate radiation valúes, but can be used independently. DataSmooth
function incorporates also a re-scaling parameter, seo, in order to ensure the integral of
the curve within the desired interval be the same before and after the smoothing. This is
carried out by comparing the integral of the input function (defined by the xdat, ydat set
of data) before and after the smoothing and multiplying by the adequate factor all the yi
(ydat) valúes. If sco=0, no re-scaling is done. Otherwise (sco>0), the data are re-scaled.

Smoothing for points in both extremes of the required interval are ever of lower order
than the requested one. That is, for a matrix of m points and a smoothing of nth order
(m»n), the first point is unaltered, the second point suffers a smoothing of lst order, the
third point suffers a smoothing of 2nd order, ..., the i point suffers a smoothing of (¿-l)th

order, and so on until i > n. The same is applied for points with i > m-n.

Function Prototype:

void DataSmooth(int Ndat, float *xdat, float *ydat, int ors, int seo);

Description

The number of data in xdat, ydat.

The input data for the x coordínate.

The input for the y coordínate.

The order of the smoothing, n.

Re-scaling parameter.

Input valúes:
Ñame

Ndat

*xdat

*ydat

ors

SCO

Type

integer

pointer

pointer

integer

integer

to float

to float

Valúes

>0

—

—

>0

Oor 1
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Returned valué:

The smoothed data are returned in the pointers *xdat, *ydat, so the original matrix
are modified.

Example:

In this example, an arbitrary function with noise is generated and then, a smoothing
of 4th order without re-scaling is performed. The result is shown in the Figure 16.

#include "SRADLIB.h"

void main(void)
{

int n, ndt=64;
float xx[64], yy[64];
char file[80];

for(n=0;n<ndt;n++) {
xx[n] = 0.05*n;
yy[n] = sin(xx[n]) + 5.0e-06*rand();

}
strcpy(file,"dataOl.dat");
SaveAsciiFile(ndt,xx,yy,file);
DataSmooth(ndt,xx,yy,4,0);
strcpy(file,"dataO2.dat");
SaveAsciiFile(ndt,xx,yy,file);

exit (0);

/* A function with noise*/

/* Saving initial data */

/* Data Smoothing */
/* Saving smoothed data */

Figure 16. An arbitrary function with noise (dots) and the result ofa
smoothing of4th order by using DataSmooth function (curve).
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3.2.6. DayAngle

Description:

This function calculates the day angle defined by Spencer [4] as in equation (7). The
valué is returned in radians.

Function Prototype:

fioat DayAngle (int j ) ;

Input valúes:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

j integer i to 365 The day number of the year

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (aprox) Description

f loat o to 6.27 The valué of the day angle for the day j .

Example:

See the example of the DeclinCoop function.
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3.2.7. DayNumber

Description:

This function calculates the day number of the year from the standard day and
month, based in a standard year of 365 days. February is supposed to have ever 28 days.
The calculation of the day angle, the declination or the eccentricity correction factor,
require as input this year day number.

Function Prototype:

in t DayNumber (int day, in t mon);

Input valúes:
Ñame

day

mon

Type

integer

integer

Valúes

1 to31

1 to 12

Description

The standard day number of the month

The month number of the year

Returned valué:
Type Valúes Description

integer i to 365 The day number of the year

Example:

See the example of the DeclinCoop function.
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3.2.8. DeclinCoop, DeclinPerr, DeclinSpen

Description:

These functions calcúlate the solar declination using the Spencer's equation (6)

(DeclinSpen), the Perrin's equation (8) (DeclinPerr) or the Cooper's formulae (9)

(DeclinCoop). The three functions return the valué of the declination in radians.

Function Prototypes:

f l o a t DeclinCoop ( in t j ) ;
f l o a t Decl inPerr ( in t j ) ;
f l o a t DeclinSpen ( i n t j ) ;

Input valúes:
Ñame

j

Type

integer

Valúes

1 to 365

Description

The day number of the year

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (aprox) Description

float -0.45 to+0.45 The valué of the solar declination in radians.

Example:

This example calculates the solar declination for the day October the 16th with the

three equations and other basic valúes.

#include "SRADLIB.h"

void main(void)

m e j ;
j = DayNumberfl
printf ("
printf ("
printf ("
printf ("
printf ("
printf ("
printf("
printf ("
printf ("
exit (0) ;

Valúes

Solar
Solar
Solar
Eccen.
Eccen.

6,10} ;
for the standard day

Year day number
Day angle

Equation of time
Declination (Cooper)
Declination (Spence)
Declination (Perrin)
Corr.Factor (Spence)
Corr.Factor (Duffie)

16th October \n");
%d \n",j);
%+.31f rd\n", DayAngle(j));
%+.31f hr\n", TimeEquat(j));
%+.31f rd\n", DeclinCoop(j));
%+.31f rd\n", DeclinSpen(j));
%+.31f rd\n", DeclinPerr(j));
%+.31f rd\n", EccenCorrSpen (j));
%+.31f rd\n", EccenCorrDuff(j));
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3.2.9. EccenCorrDuff, EccenCorrSpen

Description:

Both equations to obtain the eccentricity correction factor Eo have been included in
the library: EccenCorrSpen performs the calculation of the Spencer's equation (11) and
EccenCorrDuff calculates Duffie and Beckman's equation (12). Both functions have
similar prototypes. Due to the higher precisión of the Spencer's formula, it has been used
in the rest of SRADLIB functions, although the user can modify them without difñculty.

Function Prototypes:

float EccenCorrDuff (int j ) ;
f loat EccenCorrSpen (int j ) ;

Input valúes:
Ñame

j

Type

integer

Valúes

1 to 365

Description

The day number of the year

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (aprox) Description

float 0.96 to 1.04 The valué of the eccentricity correction factor.

Example:

See the example of the DeclinCoop function.
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3.2.10. ExtDayRad, ExtDayRadlnt

Description:

These functions calcúlate the extraterrestrial daily radiation Hopr (in watts per day
and per square meter, W/d-m2) for an arbitrarily oriented surface. ExtDayRad uses the
equation (28) to calcúlate Hopr while ExtDayRadlnt uses the equation (27) (direct
numerical integration) by calling the Hourlnteg function between sunrise and sunset
hour angles. Both functions have similar prototypes and their numerical results are the
same.

Function Prototype:

float ExtDayRad (float b, float g, float 1, int j};
float ExtDayRadlnt (float b, float g, float 1, int j);

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

i

j

Type

float

float

float

integer

Returned valué:

Type

float

Valúes

0 to TT/2

—7t tO +71

OtOTt

1 to 365

Valúes (typical)

0 to 15000

Description

The tilted angle of the surface /?, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The local latitude <f>, in radians.

The day number of the year.

Description

The valué of HoPr (in W/d-m2).

Example:

This example calculates the extraterrestrial daily radiation for a surface tilted 20°,
oriented 35° towards east, placed at a latitude of 40.45° (Madrid), and for the day 289th

(16th October). It calculates also the sunrise and sunset hour angles for this surface and
the corresponding solar time to these hour angles.
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#include "SRADLIB.h"

void main(void)

{
int dj;
float bet, gam, It, edr, edri, de, Wsr, Wss;

bet = 20.0*CDR;
gam = 35.0*CDR;

lt = 40.45*CDR;
dj = DayNumber(16,10);
de = DeclinSpen(dj);

/* Calcúlate sunrise and sunset */
Wsr = TilSunrise(bet,gam,de,It);
Wss = TilSunset(bet,gam,de,It);

/* Calcúlate Hobg */
edr = ExtDayRad(bet, gam, lt, dj);
edri = ExtDayRadInt(bet, gam, lt, dj);

printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(
printf(

exit(0)

\n Day Number
\n Tilted angie (rad)
\n Orientation (rad)
\n Local Latitude (rad)
\n Sunrise H.Ang. (rad)

[ST %.31f]", AngToNoon
\n Sunset H.Ang. (rad)

[ST %.31f]", AngToNoon
\nDaily rad. (W/dm2)
\nDaily rad.int.(W/dm2)

41
dj!
f ",

(Wsr))
%+. 4
(Wss)

4141f

bet) ;
gam) ;
lt) ;
Wsr) ;

Wss) ;

edr) ;
edri)

The output of this sample program is:

Day Number
Tilted angle (rad)
Orientation (rad)

Local Latitude (rad)
Sunrise H.Ang. (rad)
Sunset H.Ang. (rad)

Daily rad. (W/dm2)
Daily rad.int.(W/dm2)

289
+0.3491
+0.6109
+0.7060
+1.4417 [ST 6.493]
-1.2902 [ST 16.928]
+8400.9287
+8400.9287
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3.2.11. ExtHourRad, ExtHourRadCor, ExtHourRadlnt

Description:

These functions calcúlate the extraterrestrial hourly radiation Iopr (in watts hour and
per square meter, Wh/m2) for an arbitrarily oriented surface. ExtHourRad uses the
equation (29) (that is, equation (26) with the mid-hour approach) to calcúlate Iopp

ExtHourRadCor takes into account the correction for sunset and sunrise hours (discussed
in the paragraph 2.5), and ExtHourRadlnt uses the equation (26) (direct numerical
integration) by calling the Hourlnteg function. The three functions requires as input the
mid-hour point of the interval. ExtHourRadlnt integrates irradiance valúes between half
hour before to half hour after the mid-hour point.

The different numerical results given by the three functions depend on the input
hour. The most exact valúes are ever given by ExtHourRadlnt function, but you can
compare the accuracy of the other functions as in the included example.

Function Prototype:
float ExtHourRad (float b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j) ;
float ExtHourRadCor (float b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j ) ;
float ExtHourRadlnt (float b, float g, float w, float 1, int j ) ;

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

w i ,

1

j

w

Type

float

float

float

float

integer

Valúes

0 to TI/2

—71 t O +7C

—TC t O +TC

0 tOTt

1 to 365

Description

The tilted angle of the surface fi, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The mid-hour valué, in radians.

The local latitude (f>, in radians.

The day number of the year.

Returned valué:
Type Valúes (typical) Description

float o to 1500 The valué of IoPr (in Wh/m2).

Example:

This example calculates the extraterrestrial hourly radiation for a surface tilted 20°,
oriented 35° towards east, placed at a latitude of 40.45° (Madrid), and for the day 289th

(16th October). The calculation is carried out in three different hours (intervals centred in
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6:00h, 6:30h and 12:00h, solar time) in order to compare the results obtained with each
function and the valúes of the extraterrestrial irradiance.

#include "SRADLIB.h"

void main(void)

int dj;
float b, g, lt, de, Wsr, h, ha;

bet = 20.0*CDR;
gam = 35.0*CDR;
lt = 40.45*CDR;
dj = DayNumber(16,10);
de = DeclinSpen(dj);
Wsr = TilSunrise(bet,gam,de,lt)

p r i n t f ( " \ n Day Number:
p r i n t f ( " \ n T i l t e d angle ( r ad ) :
p r i n t f ( " \ n Or i en t a t i on ( r ad ) :
p r i n t f ( " \ n L o c a l La t i tude {rad):
p r i n t f ( " \ n S u n r i s e H.Ang. ( r ad ) :

5+.41f", bet);
^+.41f", gam) ;
s+.41f", lt);
1+.41f", Wsr);

printf(" [ST %.31f]", AngToNoon(Wsr));

h = 6.0;
ha = HourAngle(h);

printf("\n\n Hour Angle (rad): %+.41f [ST %.31f]", ha,h);
printf("\nEx.Irradiance (W/m2): %+.41f", Extlrrad(b,g,ha,lt,dj));
printf("\nEx.Hr.Rd. (Wh/m2): %+.41f", ExtHourRad(b,g,ha,lt,dj));
printf("\nEx.Hr.Rd.Cor.(Wh/m2): %+.41f", ExtHourRadCor(b,g,ha,lt,dj));
printf("\nEx.Hr.Rd.Int.(Wh/m2): %+.41f", ExtHourRadlnt(b,g,ha,lt,dj));

h = 6.5;
ha = HourAngle(h);

printf("\n\n Hour Angle (rad): %+.41f [ST %.31f]", ha,h);
%+.41f", Extlrrad(b,g,ha,It,dj));
%+.41f", ExtHourRadíb,g,ha,It,dj));
%+.41f", ExtHourRadCor(b,g,ha,It,dj)
%+.41f", ExtHourRadlnt(b,g,ha,It,dj)

printf("\nEx.Irradiance (W/m2'
printf("XnEx.Hr.Rd. (Wh/m2)
printf("\nEx.Hr.Rd.Cor.(Wh/m2)
printf("\nEx.Hr.Rd.Int.(Wh/m2)

h = 12.0;
ha = HourAngle(h);

printf("\n\n HourAngle (rad): %+.41f [ST %.31f ha,h);

printf("\nEx.Irradiance (W/m2): %+.41f", Extlrrad(b,g,ha,lt,dj));
printf("\nEx.Hr.Rd. (Wh/m2): %+.41f", ExtHourRad(b,g,ha,lt,dj));
printf("\nEx.Hr.Rd.Cor.(Wh/m2): %+.41f", ExtHourRadCor(b,g,ha,lt,dj)
printf("\nEx.Hr.Rd.Int.(Wh/m2): %+.41f", ExtHourRadlnt(b,g,ha,lt,dj)

exit (0) ;
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The output of this program is as follows:

Day Number
Tilted angle (rad)
Orientation (rad)

Local Latitude (rad)
Sunrise H.Ang. (rad)

Hour Angle (rad)
Ex.Irradiance (W/m2)
Ex.Hr.Rd. (Wh/m2)
Ex.Hr.Rd.Cor.(Wh/m2)
Ex.Hr.Rd.Int.(Wh/m2)

Hour Angle (rad)
Ex.Irradiance (W/m2)
Ex.Hr.Rd. (Wh/m2)
Ex.Hr.Rd.Cor.(Wh/m2)
Ex.Hr.Rd.Int.(Wh/m2)

Hour Angle (rad)
Ex.Irradiance (W/m2)
Ex.Hr.Rd. (Wh/m2)
Ex.Hr.Rd.Cor.(Wh/m2)
Ex.Hr.Rd.Int.(Wh/m2)

289
+0.3491
+0.6109
+0.7060
+1.4417 [ST 6.493]

+1.5708 [ST 6.000]
+0.0000
+0.0000
+2.2986
+2.2868

+1.4399 [ST 6.500]
+342.3948
+342.3948
+211.4690
+211.5737

+0.0000 [ST 12.000:
+1138.6604
+1138.6604
+1138.6604
+1135.1792

Notice that sunrise hour is 6.493. For the first mid-hour angle (6:00h, 1.57 rad,
interval from 5:50h to 6:50h), irradiance valúes at mid-hour point (before sunrise) are
zero, and the hourly radiation calculated by using ExtHourRad function gives the same
(incorrect) result. ExtHourRadCor and ExtHourRadInt functions give however very cióse
(and true) results. For the second hour selected (6:30h, 1.44 rad, interval from 6:00h to
7:00h), a similar situation occurs, due to sunrise problems: hourly valúes calculated with
the irradiance valúes at the mid-hour (ExtHourRad function) are wrong.

For the third interval (12:00h, 0.0 rad, interval from ll:30h to 12:30h), the situation
is different. The three numerical valúes obtained with Extlrrad, ExtHourRad and
ExtHourRadCor function are identical and very cióse to that obtained with
ExtHourRadInt function.

Thus, out from intervals containing sunrise or sunset hour angles, the results
obtained with the three functions are very similar (ExtHourRad and ExtHourRadCor will
give the same result, of course). For this reason, we recommend to use the
ExtHourRadCor or the ExtHourRadInt functions.
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3.2.12. Extlrrad

Description:

This function calculates the valué of the extraterrestrial irradiance iopv (in watts per
square meter, W/m2) for an arbitrarily oriented surface by means of the equation (25).

Function Prototype:

float Extlrrad (float b, float g, float w, float 1, int j);

Description

The tilted angle of the surface (3, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The hour angle co, in radians.

The local latitude $, in radians.

The day number of the year.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

float Oto Isc The valué of iOpr (in W/m2).

Example:

See the example of the ExtHourRad function.

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

w

1

j

Type

float

float

float

float

integer

Valúes

0 to 7t/2

-7i to +n

-71 tO +7C

0 tOTt

1 to 365
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3.2.13. ExtMADayRad, ExtMADayRadlnt

Description:

ExtMADayRad and ExtMADayRadlnt functions calcúlate the extraterrestrial monthly
average daily radiation over an arbitrarily oriented surface for a given month of the
year. ExtMADayRad is based in the ExtDayRad function and ExtMADayRadlnt performs the
integration of the irradiance valúes for each day of the month (from sunrise to sunset
hour angles) by means of the Hourlnteg function.

Function Prototype:

f loa t ExtMADayRad ( int m, f loa t b, f loa t g, f loa t 1 ) ;
f loa t ExtMADayRadlnt(int m, f loa t b, f loa t g, f loat 1 ) ;

Input valúes:
Ñame

m

b

g

1

Type

integer

float

float

float

Valúes

1 to 12

0 to n/2

—7t tO +7t

0 ton

Description

The number of the month of the year.

The tilted angle of the surface /?, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The local latitude <f>, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

float o to 15000 The valué of the monthly average daily radiation,
in W/d-m2.

Example:

The following example calculates the extraterrestrial monthly average daily radiation
for a surface tilted 20°, oriented 35° towards east, placed at a latitude of 40.45° (Madrid),
for the month of March.
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#include "SRADLIB.h"

void main(void)
{

int dj;
float bet, gam, lt, emadr, emadri;

bet = 20.0*CDR;
gam = 35.0*CDR;
lt = 40.45*CDR;

printf("\n Tilted angle (rad): %+.41f", bet);
printf("\n Orientation (rad): %+.41f", gam);
printf("\n Local Latitude (rad): %+.41f", lt);

emadr = ExtMADayRad(3,bet, gam, lt);
emadri = ExtMADayRadlnt(3,bet, gam, lt);

printf("\nMonth of March");
printf("\nExt.Mon.Av.Rad. (W/dm2): %+.41f", emadr);
printf("XnExt.Mon.Av.Rad.Int.(W/dm2): %+.41f", emadri)

exit (0);

Results of this program:

Ext .Mon.Av.Rad . (W/dm2): +9306.3750
E x t . M o n . A v . R a d . I n t . ( W / d m 2 ) : +9306.3770

As it can be seen, the results of both functions are very similar.
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3.2.14. ExtMAHourRad

Description:

ExtMAHourRad function calculates the extraterrestrial monthly average hourly
radiation over an arbitrarily oriented surface for a given hour for each day of the selected
month. ExtMAHourRad can use the different approaches to obtain the valué of the
extraterrestrial hourly radiation Iop7 for each day of the month, as discussed in the
paragraphs 2.5, 2.6 and 2.9, by means of the mode parameter. The valúes of mode and the
corresponding function called are shown in Table IV.

mode valué 0 Other

ExtMAHourRad calis to ExtHourRad ExtHourRadCor ExtHourRadlnt ExtHourRadCoi

Table IV. Fimctions calledby ExtMAHourRad by changing the mode parameter.

Function Prototype:

float ExtMAHourRad(int m,float b,float g,float l ,float wi,int mode);

Input valúes:
Ñame

m

b

g

1

wi

mode

Type

integer

float

float

float

float

integer

Valúes

l t o 12

0 to 7t/2

—7t tO +7t

OtO 71

-7t tO +7t

0,1,2

Description

The number of the month of the year.

The tilted angle of the surface /?, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The local latitude <f>, in radians.

The mid-hour valué, in radians.

Parameter to select the method to calcúlate
hourly radiation valúes.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical)

float o to 1500

Description

The valué of the monthly average hourly radiation, in
Wh/m2.
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Example:

The following example calculates the extraterrestrial monthly average hourly
radiation for a surface tilted 20°, oriented 35° towards east, placed at a latitude of 40.45°
(Madrid), for the month of March, for the 6:30h and for the 12:00h.

Sinclude "SRADLIB.h"

void main(void)

int dj;
float b, g, h, w, 1;

b = 20.0*CDR;
g = 35.0*CDR;
1 = 40.45*CDR;

printf("\n Tilted angle (rad): %+.41f", b);
printf("\n Orientation (rad): %+.41f", g);
printf("\n Local Latitude (rad): %+.41f", 1);

h = 6.5;
w = HourAngle(h);
printf("\n");
printf("\n Hour Angle (rad):
printf("\nEx.MAHr.Rd. (Wh/m2): %+.41f
printf("\nEx.MAHr.Rd.Cor.(Wh/m2): %+.41f

%+.41f [ST %.31f w,
ExtMAHourRad(3,b,g,l

h);
w,0)

ExtMAHourRad(3,b,g,l,w,1)
printf("\nEx.MAHr.Rd.Int.(Wh/m2): %+.41f", ExtMAHourRad(3,b,g,1,w,2)

h = 12.0;
w = HourAngle(h);
printf("\n");
printf("\n
printf("\nEx.MAHr.Rd. (Wh/m2):
printf("\nEx.MAHr.Rd.Cor.(Wh/m2):
printf("\nEx.MAHr.Rd.Int.(Wh/m2):

Hour Angle (rad): %+.41f [ST %.31f]", w, h);
%+.41f", ExtMAHourRad(3,b,g,1,w,0));
%+.41f", ExtMAHourRad(3,b,g,l,w,1));
%+.41f", ExtMAHourRad(3,b,g,l,w,2));

exit(0);

Results of this program:
Hour Angle (rad)

Ext.Mon.Av.Hr.Rad. (Wh/m2)
Ext.Mon.Av.Hr.Rad.Cor.(Wh/m2)
Ext .Mon.Av.Hr.Rad.Int . (Wh/m2)

Hour Angle (rad)
Ext.Mon.Av.Hr.Rad. (Wh/m2)
Ext.Mon.Av.Hr.Rad.Cor.(Wh/m2)
Ext .Mon.Av.Hr.Rad.Int . (Wh/m2)

+1.4399 [ST 6.500]
+409.8203
+367.8643
+367.0357

+0.0000 [ST 12.000]
+1216.4280
+1216.4280
+1212.9014

The same comments about the accuracy of each result as in the case of the
ExtHourRad function can be made here.
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3.2.15. HDayLength

Description:

This function calculates the length of a selected day by using (17). HDayLength calis to
HorSunrise function to obtain the result, given in radians. The result can be converted
to hours by using the CRH constant.

Function Prototype:

float HdayLength (float d, float 1);

Input valúes:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

d float -0.45 to 0.45 The solar declination S, in radians.

1 float Otón The local latitude <f>, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

float 0 to Tt The length of the day in radians.

Example:

See the example of the HorSunrise function.
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3.2.16. HorHDCJBoes, HorHDCJErbs, HorHDC_Madridl, HorHDC_Madrid2,
HorHDC_Orgill, HorHDC_Reindl2, HorHDC_Reindl3

DescriptioTi:

These functions calcúlate the valúes of the horizontal hourly diffuse Id and beam i&
radiation for a given horizontal hourly global radiation I valué. The functions use the
correlations defined by Boes (equation (35)—(36), HorHDC_Boes), Erbs (equation (34),
HorHDC_Erbs), Orgill & Holland (equation (37), HorHDC_Orgill), Reindl (equation (38),
Reindl2 correlation, HorHDC_Reindl2 and equation (39), Reindl3 correlation,
HorHDC_Reindl3) and Macagnan (equation (40), Madridl correlation, HorHDC_Madridl
and equation (41), Madrid2 correlation, HorHDC_Madrid2). All the functions have similar
prototypes.

The mode parameter allows the user to select the desired way to calcúlate the
extraterrestrial horizontal radiation valué. The valúes of the mode parameter and the
function called are similar to that shown in Table IV.

Function Prototype:

void HorHDC_Boes

void HorHDC_Erbs

void HorHDC_Madridl

void HorHDC_Madrid2

void HorHDC_Orgill

void HorHDC_Reindl2

void HorHDC Reindl3

(float VÍ, float 1, int j, float Ihg, float *Ihd, \
float *Ihb, int mode);
(float w, float 1, int j, float Ihg, float *Ihd, \
float *Ihb, int mode);

(fioat w, float 1, int j, float Ihg, float *Ihd, \
float *Ihb, int mode);

(float w, float 1, int j, float Ihg, float *Ihd, \
float *Ihb, int mode);

(float w, float 1, int j, float Ihg, float *Ihd, \
float *Ihb, int mode);
(float VJ, float 1, int j, float Ihg, float *Ihd, \
float *Ihb, int mode);
(float VJ, float 1, int j, float Ihg, float *Ihd, \
float *Ihb, int mode);

Input valúes:

Ñame Type

float

float

integer

float

VJ

1

j

Ihg

mode integer

Valúes Descríption

—7t to +7i: The hour angle co, in radians.

0 to 7i The local latitude (f>, in radians.

1 to 365 The day number of the year.

>0 The horizontal hourly global radiation /, in W/m2.

0, 1, 2 The mode parameter
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Returned valué:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

*ihd Pointer to float — The valué of Id, in W/m2.

*Ihb Pointer to float — The valué of Ib, in W/m2.

Example:

In this example we calcúlate the horizontal hourly diffuse Id and beam h radiation for
the day 16th August (24 valúes) by using the Erbs' correlation, after reading the valúes of
the horizontal hourly global radiation / for Madrid from a TMY file for this day. The
valúes of the extraterrestrial horizontal hourly radiation are also calculated for
comparison. A special function to get I valúes from certain TMY file, ReadihgData, has
been created based on the ReadTmyData function.

#include "SRADLIB.h"

void ReadihgData(char *fich, float *Ihg, int j);

void main(void)
{

int n, dj, ndat=24;
float Ihg[25], Ihd[25], Ihb[25];
float It, wi, eh;
char file [80];

lt = 40.45*CDR;
dj = DayNumber(16, 8);

strcpy(file,"MADRID"); /* Getting horizontal global radiation */
ReadihgData(file, Ihg, dj) ; /* from a TMY file */

printf("\n Erbs correlation");
for(n=l;n<=ndat;n++) {

wi = HourAngle((float) n-0.50);
HorHDC_Erbs(wi,lt,dj, Ihg[n],&Ihd[n],&Ihb[n] , 1) ; /* Erbs correl. */
eh = ExtHourRadCor(0.0,0.0,wi,lt,dj); /* Extrat. Rad. */
printf("\nHor:%5.21f Er: %7.21f ", AngToNoon(wi), eh) ;
printff" Ihg: %7.21f Ihd: %7.21f Ihb: %7.21f", Ihg[n] , Ihd[n] , Ihb[n]);

}
exit (0) ;

void ReadihgData(char *fich, float *Ihg, int j)
/* Read global irradiance data from 'fich'.TMY data file.

Returns the 24 valúes for Ihg for the day 'j' */
{

ReadTmyData(fich, Ihg, j, 6, 24);
return;
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3.2.17. HorSunrise, HorSunset

Description:

These functions calcúlate the sunrise (HorSunrise) and sunset (HorSunset) hour

angles for horizontal surfaces by means of the equation (16). HorSunset functions calis to

HorSunrise and changes the sign of the resulting valué. The result is returned in

radians. The result can be translated to solar time by using the AngToMoon function.

Function Prototype:

f loat
float

HorSunrise
HorSunset

Input valúes:

Ñame

d

1

Type

float

float

¡float d, float 1);
¡float d, float 1) ;

Valúes Description

-0.45 to 0.45 The solar declination S, in radians.

0 to 7t The local latitude 0, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes

float _ n to +7t

Description

The sunrise or sunset hour angle, in radians.

Example:

This example calculates the sunrise, sunset hour angles and day length for a

horizontal and an arbitrarily oriented surface for the day August the 16th in Madrid.

Both horizontal and tilted surface versions of the functions are used (HorSunrise,

HorSunset, HDayLength, TilSunrise, TilSunset and TiiDayLength).

tinclude "SRADLIB.h"

void main(void)
{

float Wss, Wsr, Ws, Wr;
float doh, dot;
float b, g, 1, de;
int dj;

dj = DayNumber(16,8);
de = DeclinSpen(dj);
1 = 40.45*CDR;
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b = O.O*CDR;
g = O.O'CDR;

Wr = HorSunrise(de,lt);
Ws = HorSunset(de,lt);
doh = HDayLength(dc,lt);
Wsr = TilSunrise(b,g,de,1);
Wss = TilSunset(b,g,de,1);
dot = TilDayLength(b,g,de,1);
printf("\nHorizontal Surface")
printf("\nTilted Ang.(rad)
printf{"\nOrientation(rad)
printf("\nHor.Sunr.HA(rad)
printf("\nHor.Suns.HA(rad)
printf("\nHor.DayLen.(rad)
printf("\nTil.Sunr.HA(rad)
printf("\nTil.Suns.HA(rad)
printf("\nTil.DayLen.(rad)

b = 25.0'CDR;
g = 35.0*CDR;
Wr = HorSunrise(de,lt);
Ws = HorSunset(de,lt);
doh = HDayLength(dc,lt);
Wsr = TilSunrise(b,g,de,lt)
Wss = TilSunset(b,g,de,lt
dot = TilDayLength(b,g,de, lt
printf("\n\nTilted Surface
printf("\nTilted Ang.(rad)

'\nOrientation(rad)
1 \nHor.Sunr.HA{rad'

% + 7
% + 7
% + 7
% + 7
% + 7
% + 7
% + 7

,31f
. 31f
.31f
.31f
. 31f
.31f
.31f
.31f

printf
printf
printf '\nHor.Suns.HA(rad)
printf("\nHor.DayLen.(rad)
printf("\nTil.Sunr.HA(rad)
printf{"\nTil.Suns.HA(rad)
printf("\nTil.DayLen.(rad)

exit (0);

+ 7 .
+ 7 .
+ 7 .
+ 7 .
+ 7 .

+ 7 .
+ 7 .
+ 7

31f
31f
31f
31f
31f
31f
31f
31f

[dg %+6.21f]", b, b*CRD);
[dg %+6.21f]", g, g*CRD);
[ST %6.21f]", Wr,AngToNoon(Wr));
[ST %6.21f]", Ws,AngToNoon(Ws));
[%6.21f hr]", doh, doh*CRH);
[ST %6.21f]", Wsr,AngToNoon(Wsr))
[ST %6.21f]", Wss,AngToNoon(Wss))
[%6.21f hr]", dot, dot*CRH);

[dg %+6.21f]", b, b*CRD);
[dg %+6.21f]", g, g*CRD);
[ST %6.21f]", Wr,AngToNoon(Wr));
[ST %6.21f]", Ws,AngToNoon(Ws));
[%6.21f hr]", doh, doh*CRH);
[ST %6.21f]", Wsr,AngToNoon(Wsr))
[ST %6.21f]", Wss,AngToNoon(Wss))
[%6.21f hr]", dot, dot*CRH);

For the horizontal surface, horizontal and tilted versions give the same results:

Horizontal Surface
Tilted Angle (rad)
Orientation (rad)

Hor.Sunrise HA.(rad)
Hor.Sunsset HA.(rad)
Hor.DayLength (rad)
Til.Sunrise HA.(rad)
Til.Sunsset HA.(rad)
Til.DayLength (rad)

+0.000
+0.000
+1.785
-1.785
+3.570
+1.785
-1.785
+3.570

[dg
[dg
[ST
[ST

+0.00]
+0.00]
5.18]

18.82]
[ 13.64 hr]
[ST
[ST

5.18]
18.82]

13.64 hr]
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3.2.18. HourAngle

Description:

This function calculates the valué of the hour angle a> for a given solar time hour. co is
defined as zero at noon, morning positive. HourAngle function returns the valué of co in
radians by multiplying the result by the CHR constant.

It must be taken into account that HourAngle translates solar time to the
corresponding hour angle (for example, to obtain the position of the sun in the sky in
certain moment) and it does not perform conversión between time intervals to angular
intervals (as in the case, for example, when you want to convert the day length from
hours to radians). In this case, the CHR constant should be used.

The inverse operation made by HourAngle is performed by the AngToNoon function.
See the reference for AngToNoon and AngToHour functions for additional details and
examples.

Function Prototype:

float HourAngle (float hor);

Input valúes:
Ñame

hor

Type

float

Valúes

Oto 24

Descriptíon

The solar time in hours

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

f loat .n to +7t The hour angle in hours.

Example:

See the example of the CosIncidAngle function, which illustrates the use of HourAng
and AngToNoon functions.
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3.2.19. Hourlnteg

Description:

Hourlnteg function performs a numerical integration of extraterrestrial irradiance
valúes for an arbitrary oriented surface (defined by p,y angles) between any hour angles
coi, 002, usually to calcúlate extraterrestrial hourly or daily radiation valúes. Integration
is carried out by using the Traplnteg function with the data obtained from the Extlrrad
function.

Hourlnteg performs successive iterations in order to get the desired valué. The hour
angle interval defined by [coicos] is initially divided into 5 points [coi,coa,cob,coc,co2] equally
spaced. In each successive iteration, the step-size between each pair of points is divided
by four (that is, the number of points is multiplied by four). In the ntil iteration, the
number of points will be of 5x(4"). The convergence is got by using the Neville's
algorithm to extrapólate the successive refinements to zero step-size [1]. The minimum
number of internal points for any integration, placed within [coicos], is of 5x(45)=1280
points.

When the input hour angles defining the integration interval [coi,co2] are of opposite
sign (for example, the first hour angle in the morning and the second one in the
afternoon) it is of better performance to divide the integration in two different steps,
[coi,0] and [O.&tf], and to add both results. For example, when calculating the
extraterrestrial daily radiation, SRADLIB calculates:

Hobg = Hourlnteg(Wss,0.0,b,g,1,j)+ Hourlnteg(0.0 ,Wsr ,b ,g ,1 , j ) ;

being Wss and Wsr the sunset and sunrise hour angles, coss, cosr.

Function Prototype:

float Hourlnteg(float wl, float w2, float b, float g, float 1, int j ) ;

Description

The hour angles [coi,eos] defining the interval
of integration, in radians.

The tilted angle of the surface (3, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The local latitude <j>, in radians.

The day number of the year.
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Input valúes:
Ñame

w l , w2

b

g

1

j

Type

float

float

float

float

integer

Valúes

—n to +7t

0 to TE/2

—TC tO +TC

0 tOTC

1 to 365
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Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Descríption

Float >o The result of the integration valué (in W/m2).

Example:

This example calculates the extraterrestrial irradiation between sunrise and noon
hour angles for an arbitrarily oriented surface placed in the latitude of Madrid for the
day August the 16th.

#include "SRADLIB.h"

void main(void)
{

float Wsr, Robg;
float b, g,1, d;
int j ;

b = CDR*25.0;
g = CDR*35.0;
1 = CDR*40.45;
j = DayNumber(16,8);
d = DeclinSpen(j);
Wsr = TilSunrise(b,g,d,1);
Robg = Hourlnteg(0.0,Wsr,b,g,1,j);
printf("\n Til.Sunrise HA.(rad): %+6.31f", Wsr);
printf("\n Radiation (Wh/m2): %+8.21f", Robg);

exit (0);
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3.2.20. IncidAng

Description:

This function calculates the incidence angle 9 between the sunbeam radiation and a
surface tilted an angle /Jtowards the equator, oriented in any direction y, measured with
respect to the local meridian (east positive), according to the equation (3). The
calculation is performed by calling the CoslncidAng function and obtaining its arccosine
valué. The valué is returned in radians.

Function Prototype:
float IncidAng (float b, float g, float w, float d, float 1);

Description

The tilted angle of the surface J3, in radians.

The surface orientation /, in radians.

The hour angle co, in radians.

-0.45 to 0.45 The solar declination 8, in radians.

The local latitude <f>, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (aprox) Description

float —7t to 7i The valué of the incidence angle, in radians.

Example:

See the example of the CoslncidAng function.

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

w

d

1

Type

float

float

float

float

float

Valúes

0 to 7t/2

-71 tO +TC

—n t o +TC

-0.45 to

D tn ir
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3.2.21. InRanBt, InRange, InRanTp, InRanWt

Description:

InRange type functions have been included in the library to support the calculation of
the different hourly diffuse correlations, although they can be used independently. All
these functions return 1 when the valué falls into the required interval or 0 otherwise.
Each function performs a different comparison between the input valué x and the limits
of the interval a, b depending on whether these limits must be included or not. The
limits are not required to be ordered: the function finds the minimum mn and máximum
mx valué between the input valúes a, b and then carries out the comparison. The
comparisons are made as shown in :

Function

I n R a n B t ( x , a , b )

I n R a n g e ( x , a , b )

I n R a n T p ( x , a , b )

I n R a n W t ( x , a , b )

Comparison

mn

mn

mn
mn

< X

< X

< X

< X

< mx

< mx

< mx
< mx

Meaning

Bottom bound included.

Both limits included.

Top bound included.

No limits included.

Table V. Comparisons made by each function in the InRange family.

Function Prototype:

int InRanBt (float x, float a, float b);
int InRange (float x, float a, float b);
int InRanTp (float x, float a, float b);
int InRanWt (float x, float a, float b);

Descríptíon

The number to be tested.

The bounds of the interval of comparison.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (aprox) Description

Integer 0 or 1 1 if the comparison is true, 0 if it is false.

Example:

This is an example based on a simplified versión of the HorHDC_Orgill function (not
included in the library) in which some of these functions are used.
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Input valúes:
Ñame

X

a, b

Type

Float

Float

Valu

any

any
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void Orgill(float w, float 1, int j, float ihg, float *Ihd, float *Ihb)
{

float eh, Kt, dy;

eh = ExtHourRadCor(0.0,0.0,w,1,j);
Kt = Ihg/eh;

if ( InRanBt{Kt,0.00,0.35) ) dy = 1.000 - 0.249*Kt;
if ( InRange(Kt,0.35,0.75) ) dy = 1.577 - 1.840*Kt;
if ( InRanTp(Kt,0.75,1.00) ) dy = 0.177;

*Ihd = Ihg*dy;
*Ihb = Ihg - *Ihd;

return;
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3.2.22. InterpRad

Description:

Usually, the radiation data available for a particular location are collected in the form
of TMY files (see paragraph 2.7), in which radiation valúes are stored in steps of one
hour for each day of the year. For certain calculations, radiation valúes for intervals
lower than one hour could be required. InterpRad calculates radiation valúes for periods
lower than one hour by using polynomial interpolation. It fits a polynomial of 2nd or 3rd

order at each hourly interval for an entire day. For each hourly interval, intermedíate
points are calculated by polynomial interpolation by using the hourly data adjacent to
the selected interval. InterpRad requires as input the ndat valúes of radiation Ihg and
hour hh, and some parameters to determine the method of interpolation:

— sea: re-scaling parameter to maintain the same total irradiation in each hourly
interval or on the whole curve. If sca=0, the entire curve is re-scaled, but each
hourly interval is left as calculated; if sca=l, each hourly interval is re-scaled but
not the entire curve.

— nin: order of the calculated polynomial. If nin=3, a 2nd order polynomial

interpolation is carried out; if nin=4, a 3rd order polynomial interpolation.

— stp: number of desired steps in each hourly interval. For example, stp=6
interpolates six valúes per hour (that is, a step-size of 10 minutes); stp=60 would
obtain 60 valúes per hour (that is, a step-size of 1 minute). Other entire valúes can
be input.

— ors: order of smoothing after the polynomial fit (see DataSmooth function for
details). If ors=0, no smoothing is carried out. For other positive valúes, a
smoothing of ors* order is performed. For example, if ors=5 a smoothing of 5th

order is requested (averaging 5 previous and 5 next valúes).

— seo: re-scaling parameter for the entire curve after the smoothing process. When
ors=0, no re-scaling is possible, whatever was seo. If sco=0, no re-scaling is
carried out. If sco=l, re-scaling is carried out.

Notice that InterpRad requires ihg and hh be 1-offset matrixes. InterpRad performs
the interpolation only between coSr and coSs hours, assuming these hours have a zero
radiation valúes. The output matrixes will have a number of data nd equal to:

nd = ceil(stp*(Wss-Wsr))+2;

Pay atention about the relation between valúes of radiation and the angles of slope
and orientation for the surface. You can not use, for example, horizontal radiation valúes
as input for ibg and valúes for p or y different from zero. Interpolation of horizontal
radiation valúes requires valúes of/?, yíov a horizontal surface. -
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Function Prototype:

void InterpRad(float *Ibg, float *hh, int ndat, float *qdat, \
float *zdat, int sea, int nin, int stp, int ors, \
int seo, float bet, float gam, float lt, int dj);

Input valúes:
Ñame

*Ibg

*hh

ndat

*qdat

*zdat

s e a

n i n

s t p

o r s

S C O

b e t

gam

i t

d j

Type

float

float

integer

float

float

integer

integer

integer

integer

integer

float

float

float

integer

Valúes

—

Oto 24

> 2

Oto 24

> 0

0, 1

3,4

> 2

> 0

0 , 1

0 to 7t/2

—71 tO +71

OtO 71

1 to 365

Descríption

The input hourly radiation valúes.

The input hour valúes corresponding to ihg.

The number of data in Ihg, hh.

The output hour valúes after interpolation.

The interpolated radiation valúes.

Re-scaling parameter.

Parameter to choose the interpolation order.

Number steps per hour to be calculated.

Order of the smoothing.

Re-scaling parameter (after the smoothing).

The tilted angle of the surface /?, in radians.

The surface orientation /, in radians.

The local latitude </>, in radians.

The day number of the year.

Returned valué:

The interpolated valúes are returned in the qdat, zdat pointers, which address the
matrixes with a number of data equal to nd = cei l (stp* (Wss-Wsr) ) +2;

Example:

This example gets the horizontal hourly radiation valúes for Madrid for the day
August the 16th and then interpolates them in a 10 minutes step, with a 3rd order
polynomial, without re-scaling ñor smoothing. The interpolated valúes are then saved in
an ASCII file. The ReadlhgData function is the same as in the HorHDC_Boes example.
The result of this example is shown in Figure 17. Notice that no correction for the input
radiation valúes on the hours near sunrise/sunset is performed (see paragraph 2.5).

#inciude "SRADLIB.h"

void ReadlhgData(char *fich, float *Ihg, int j);
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void main(void)
{

float Ihg[25], HH[25];
float *zdat, *qdat;
float bet=0.0, gam=0.0, lt, de, Wsr, Wss;
int dj, n, stp=6, nd;
char file[80];

lt = CDR*40.45;
dj = DayNumber(16,8);
de = DeclinSpen(dj);

strepy(file,"MADRID"); /* Reads data from a TMY file */
ReadlhgData(file,Ihg,dj);
for(n=l;n<25;n++) HH[n] = (float) n-0.5;

Wsr = AngToNoon(TilSunrise(bet,gam,de,lt));
Wss = AngToNoon(TilSunset(bet,gam,de,lt));
nd = ceil(stp*(Wss-Wsr))+2;
zdat = malloc(nd * sizeof(float));
qdat = malloc(nd * sizeof(float));

interpRad(Ihg,HH,24,qdat,zdat,0,4,stp,0,1,bet,gam, lt, dj ) ;

strepy(file,"result.dat"); /* Saves the result in a file */
SaveAsciiFile(nd,qdat,zdat,file);
free(zdat);
free(qdat);
exit(0);

-0-1

20

Solar Tim« (hr)

Figure 17. Horizontal hourly radiation valúes (dots) and the residí of
the interpolation ofthe example ofthe I n t e r p R a d funcüon (curve).
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3.2.23. LatTime

Description:

LatTime function converts local standard time (LST) valúes to local apparent time
(LAT, or true solar time), by means of the equation (13). The opposite conversión is
carried out with the LstTime function. See paragraph 2.2 for additional details. LatTime
gives as result the same hour than SolTime function when they are used with the
appropriate inputs.

Function Prototype:

float LatTime(int jday, float LST, struct geo gd);

Description

The day number of the year.

The local standard time, in hours.

The geographical data for the location.

Input valúes:
Ñame

jday

LST

ad

Type

integer

float

geo-type

structure

Returned valué:

Type

float

Valúes

Oto 24

Valúes

1 to 365

Oto 24

De

TI

Description

The local apparent time, in hours.

Example:

This example illustrates the use of the Time conversión functions (LatTime, LstTime,
OffTime, SolTime, PstTime) by calculating the hour of sunrise and sunset for a
horizontal surface in Madrid for the day August the 16th.

#inciude "SRADLIB. h"

void main(void)
{

float LAT, LST, Off, ST, de, wsr, wss;
char hh[8];
int j ;
struct geo gdat;
char fgeo[80];
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j = DayNumber(7,9};
de = DeclinSpen(j);
strepy(fgeo,"MADRID");
gdat = ReadGeoData(fgeo);
wsr = AngToNoon(TilSunrise(0.0,0.0,de,gdat.lat));
wss = AngToNoon(TilSunset(0.0,0.0,de,gdat.lat));

LST = LstTime(j,wsr,gdat);
LAT = LatTime(j,LST,gdat);
Off = OffTime(j,LAT,gdat);
ST = SolTime(j,Off,gdat);

printf("\n Day Number: %3d", j);
printf("\n Sunrise");
printf("\n LST time: %6.31f [%s]
printf("\n LAT time: %6.31f [%s]
printf("\n Off time: %6.31f [%s]
printf("\n LAT time: %6.31f [%s]

LST = LstTime(j,wss,gdat);
LAT = LatTime(j,LST,gdat);
Off = OffTime(j,LAT,gdat);
ST = SolTime(j,Off,gdat);

LST, PstTime(LST,hh))
LAT, PstTime(LAT,hh))
Off, PstTime(Off,hh))
ST, PstTime(ST,hh));

printf("\n Sunset");
printf("\n
printf("\n
printf("\n
printf("\n

exit (0) ;

LST time:
LAT time:
Off time:
LAT time:

%6.31f
%6.31f
%6.31f
%6.31f

[ % s ] " ,
[ % s ] " ,
[ % s ] " ,
[ % s ] " ,

LST, PstTime(LST,hh));
LAT, PstTime(LAT,hh));
Off, PstTime(Off,hh));
ST, PstTime(ST,hh));

Output of the program:
Day Number:
Sunrise

LST
LAT
Off
LAT

Sunset
LST
LAT
Off
LAT

time
time
time
time

time
time
time
time

228

5.239
5.182
6.239
5.182

18.874
18.817
19.874
18.817

[05:14:19]
[05:10:56;
[06:14:19;
[05:10:56]

[18:52:25]
[18:49:02]
[19:52:25]
[18:49:02]
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3.2.24. LstTime

Description:

LstTime function converts local apparent time (LAT, or true solar time) valúes to local

standard time (LST), by means of the equation (13). The opposite conversión is carried

out with the LatTime function. See paragraph 2.2 for additional details.

Function Prototype:

float LstTime(int jday, float LAT, struct geo gd) ;

Input valúes:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

jday integer 1 to 365 The day number of the year.

LAT float 0 to 24 The local apparent time, in hours.

gd — The geographical data for the location.
structure

Returned valué:

Type Valúes Description

float 0 to 24 The local standard time, in hours.

Example:

See the example of the LatTime function.
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3.2.25. Offfime

Description:

Of fTime function converts local apparent time (LAT, or true solar time) valúes to local
official time (LOT), by means of the equation (15). The opposite conversión is carried out
with the SolTime function. See paragraph 2.2 for additional details.

Function Prototype:

float LstTime(int jday, float LAT, struct geo gd);

Description

The day number of the year.

The local apparent time, in hours.

The geographical data for the location.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes Description

float 0 to 24 The local official time, in hours.

Example:

See the example of the LatTime function.

Input valúes:
Ñame

jday

LAT

gd

Type

integer

float

geo-type
structure

Valúes

1 to 365

Oto 24
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3.2.26. PstTime

Description:

PstTime function returns the input hour as a string in a conventional text format
HH: MM : ss. It is only a utility function in order to obtain standard format hour valúes.

Function Prototype:

char * PstTime (float h, char *hh);

Input valúes:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

ti float 0 to 24 The input hour, in hours.

hh char width=8 String to store the hour in the format HH: MM: SS.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes Description

char XX:XX:XX The input hour in a string with the format HH: MM: SS.

Example:

See the example of the LatTime function.
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3.2.27. radlerr, radlwar

Description:

These functions are internal messaging functions used to notify to the user about
wrong or erroneous results in the calculations or in the performance of the functions.
Both have similar prototypes but, while radlerr stops the program with the error
message, radlwar does not stop the program and only warns about some problems
arisen. These functions are called by different functions in the library but they can used
independently.

Function Prototype:

v o i d r a d l e r r ( c h a r e r r t e x t [ ] ) ;

v o i d r a d l w a r ( c h a r e r r t e x t [ ] ) ;

Input valúes:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

er r tex t char - The error/warning message.

Returned valué:

None.

Example:

This is a very simple example about the use of the functions. Two random numbers
are generated. When the second number is zero, the división will produce a wrong result
so the program stops with an error message.

#include "SRADLIB.h"

void main(void)
{

float a, b;
a = rand(};
b = rand();
if ( b == 0.0 ) {

radlerr("A Zero valué has been produced");
} else printf("\n Result (a/b): %.41f", a/b);

exit (0) ;
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3.2.28. RbDayRad

Description:

This function calculates the ratio between extraterrestrial daily radiation on an
arbitrarily oriented surface, Hopp and the extraterrestrial daily radiation on a horizontal
surface, Ho. This ratio is used by the TilBeamDay function in order to obtain the valué of
the beam daily radiation on an arbitrarily oriented plañe on the earth's surface from the
valué of the horizontal daily radiation.

The mode parameter allows the user to select the different extraterrestrial daily
radiation functions (see Table I).

Function Prototype:

float RbDayRad (float b, float g, float 1, int j , int mode);

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

i

j

mode

Type

float

float

float

integer

integer

Valúes

0 to TC/2

—71 tO +7t

OtO 71

1 to 365

0,1,2

Description

The tilted angle of the surface /?, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The local latitude (/>, in radians.

The day number of the year.

Parameter to select the method to calcúlate
daily radiation valúes.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

float o to 1.5 The ratio between Hopr and Ho.

Example:

This is a simple example about the use of the Ratio family functions. It calculates the
different radiation ratios for a surface tilted 35° on Madrid, at ll:00h (LAT) for the day
August the 16th or the month of August.

These functions are not normally used in this way. They are called by the tilted
surface beam radiation functions, by they can be used independently as in this example.
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iíinclude "SRADLIB. h"

void main(void)
{

int j ;
float b , g , 1 , w;
float Rblr, RbHr, RbDr, RbMH, RbMD;

/* Input Data */
b = CDR*35.0;
g = CDR*0.0;
1 = CDR*4 0.45;
j = DayNumber(16, 8) ;
w = HourAngle(11.0) ;

Rblr = Rblrrad(b,g,w,1, j ) ;
RbHr = RbHourRad(b, g, w, 1, j , 1) ;
RbDr = RbDayRad(b, g, 1, j , 1) ;
RbMH = RbMAHourRad(b,g,w,l,8, 1) ;
RbMD ='RbMADayRad(b,g,l,8,1);

printf("\nRatio functions");
printf("\nRb Irradian,
printf("\nRb Hour Rad.
printf("\nRb Dail.Rad.
printf("\nRb MA.Hr.Rd.
printf("\nRb MA.Da.Rd.
printf("\nEnd.");

exit (0);

%6.31f",
%6.31f",
%6.31f",
%6.31f",
%6.31f",

Rblr);
RbHr);
RbDr);
RbMH);
RbMD);

This programs outputs:

Ratio functions
Rb Irradian. : 1. 099
Rb
Rb
Rb
Rb
End

Hour
Dail.
MA. Hr
MA.Da

Rad. :
Rad. :
.Rd. :
.Rd. :

1.099
1.001
1.101
1.003
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3.2.29. RbHourRad

Description:

This function calculates the ratio between extraterrestrial hourly radiation on an
arbitrarily oriented surface, Iopy, and the extraterrestrial hourly radiation on a horizontal
surface, lo. This ratio is used by the TilBeamHour function in order to obtain the valué of
the beam hourly radiation on an arbitrarily oriented plañe on the earth's surface from
the valué of the horizontal hourly radiation. The mode parameter allows the user to
select the different extraterrestrial hourly radiation functions (see Table I).

Function Prototype:

f l o a t RbHourRad( f loa t b , f l o a t g, f l o a t wi , f l o a t i , i n t j , i n t mode) ;

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

wi

1

J

mode

Type

float

float

float

float

integer

integer

Valúes

0 to 7t/2

-71 tO +71

—7t tO +7t

0 tOTC

I to 365

0,1,2

Descríption

The tilted angle of the surface /?, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The mid-hour valué, in radians.

The local latitude <f>, in radians.

The day number of the year.

Parameter to select the method to calcúlate
daily radiation valúes.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Descríption

f loat o to 1.5 The ratio between hpr and Jo.

Example:

See the example of the RbDayRad function.
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3.2.30. Rblrrad

Description:

This function calculates the ratio between extraterrestrial irradiance on an arbitrarily
oriented surface, iopy, and the extraterrestrial irradiance on a horizontal surface, io. This
function is called by the TilBeamlrrad function to obtain the valué of the beam
irradiance on an arbitrarily oriented plañe on the earth's surface from the valué of the
horizontal irradiance.

Function Prototype:

float Rblrrad (float b, float g, float w, float d, float 1);

Description

The tilted angle of the surface J3, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The hour valué, in radians.

-0.45 to 0.45 The solar declination S, in radians.

The local latitude <f>, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

float o to 1.5 The ratio between iopr and io.

Example:

See the example of the RbDayRad function.

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

w

d

1

Type

float

float

float

float

float

Valúes

0 to n/2

—n t o +TC

—7c to +n

-0.45 to

0 tn ir
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3.2.31. RbMADayRad

Description:

This function calculates the ratio between extraterrestrial monthly average daily
radiation on an arbitrarily oriented surface and the extraterrestrial monthly average
daily radiation on a horizontal surface. This ratio is used by the TilBeamMADay function
in order to obtain the valué of the beam monthly average daily radiation on an
arbitrarily oriented plañe on the earth's surface from the valué of the horizontal monthly
average daily radiation. The mode parameter allows the user to select the different
extraterrestrial daily radiation functions (see Table I).

Function Prototype;

float RbMADayRad (float b, float g, float I , int m, int mode);

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

i

m

mode

Type

float

float

float

integer

integer

Valúes

0 to TC/2

—71 tO +71

0 tOTC

1 to 12

0,1,2

Description

The tilted angle of the surface fi, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The local latitude <fi, in radians.

The number of the month of the year.

Parameter to select the method to calcúlate
daily radiation valúes.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical)

float o to 1.5

Description

The ratio between monthly average daily radiation
valúes.

Example:

See the example of the RbDayRad function.
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3.2.32. RbMAHourRad

Description:

This function calculates the ratio between extraterrestrial monthly average hourly
radiation on an arbitrarily oriented surface and the extraterrestrial monthly average
hourly radiation on a horizontal surface. This ratio is used by the TilBeamMAHour
function in order to obtain the valué of the beam monthly average hourly radiation on an
arbitrarily oriented plañe on the earth's surface from the valué of the horizontal monthly
average hourly radiation. The mode parameter allows the user to select the different
extraterrestrial hourly radiation functions (see Table I).

Function Prototype:

float RbMAHourRad(float b , f loat g, float wi,float l , i n t m,int mode);

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

wi

1

m

mode

Type

float

float

float

float

integer

integer

Valúes

0 to TC/2

—n to +71

—n to +7c

OtO 71

1 to 12

0,1,2

Description

The tilted angle of the surface /3, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The mid-hour valué, in radians.

The local latitude <j>, in radians.

The number of the month of the year.

Parameter to select the method to calcúlate
daily radiation valúes.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical)

f l o a t O to 1.5

Description

The ratio between monthly average hourly radiation
valúes.

Example:

See the example of the RbDayRad function.
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3.2.33. ReadGeoData

Description:

ReadGeoData allows the user to retrieve geographical data for a specific location,
stored in a ' * . geo' file. The valúes read from this file are kept in a structure called geo,
defined in the ' SRADLIB. h' header file (see paragraph 2.12 for further details). The
' * . geo' file has a structure as in the following example for Madrid ('madrid. geo' file):

ir

41=

40
-3
15

Geographical Location Data
Madrid (Spain)
.45
.733
.00

664.0
87
304

41
=

41=

íf

41=

41
=

#

KEY #
1. GLAT:
2. GLON:
3. GMER:
4. GALT:
5. GWIN:
6. GSUM:

Local
Local
Local

Latitude (degrees)
Longitude (degrees)
Time Zone Meridian (degrees

Altitude over sea level (m)
Day to
Day to

change winter time
change summer time

The first two lines are assumed as remark lines, as for the last six rows, and are
started with a ' #' character. The lines 3 to 8 in the file contain the data to be read.

Function Prototype:

s t ruc t geo ReadGeoData (char *fich);

Input valúes:

Ñame Type

f ich char

Valúes Description

— The ñame of the * . geo file to be read.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes Description

geo type s t ructure — The geographical data for the location.

Example:

This example reads the file 'madrid.geo' to get geographical data for Madrid and
prints them on the screen.
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#include "SRADLIB.h"

void
{

main(void)

char fgeo[80];
struct geo gdt;

printf("\n Geographical Location Data")
strcpy(fgeo,"MADRID");
gdt = ReadGeoData(fgeo);

Data
Latitude(rd)

Longitude(rd)

printf("\n
printf("\n
printf("\n
printf("\n Std.Meri
printf("\n Altitude
printf("\nWint. Time
printf("\nSumm. Time
printf("\n");

exit (0);

(rd)
(m)
day
day

File: %s
%9.41f
%9.41f
% 9 . 41 f
%6.11f"
%4.Olf"
%4.Olf"

", fgeo);
(dg) %9.41f",
(dg) %9.41f",
(dg) %9.41f",
, gdt.alt);
, gdt.win);
, gdt. surn) ;

gdt.lat, CRD*gdt.lat)
gdt.Ion, CRD*gdt.lon)
gdt.mer, CRD*gdt.mer)
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3.2.34. ReadTmyData

Description:

ReadTmyData is a general-purpose function in order to retrieve data from ASCII fües
arranged in a matrix format (data in rows and columns). The data are supposed to be
saved in a TMY file format, that is, a group of valúes (n rows) for each day of the year,
each group (day) with the same amount of rows (for example, 24 rows, each row for a
different hour of the day). All the rows will have also the same number of m columns,
each one for a different variable. The first line of the file is considered as a comments
line and it is ommited. The first column is also considered as index or remark and it is
not read. Thus, the readable file has a total number of jx7i+l rows and rn+1 columns (j is
the number of available days or groups, 365 in a TMY file). Figure 18 shows the
structure of this kind of file.

First row: remarks (not read)

n rows of m columns for the day 1

n rows of m columns for the dav 2

n rows of m columns for the dav 3

n rows of m columns for the dav 4

Figure 18. Structure of a TMY file readable by the ReadTmyData/M«cí/OT?.

The user can retrieve the n valúes of the dayj and a given column. The valúes read by
this function are stored in an uni-dimensional matrix of 7i+l data (unit-offset array).

Function Prototype:
void ReadTmyData (char *fich,float *data,int j , i n t nco,int nro);
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Input valúes:
Ñame

fien

data

j

neo

n r o

Type

char

f loat

integer

integer

integer

Valúes

—

—

1 to 365

> 2

> 1

Descríption

The ñame of the * . geo file to be read.

The matrix of data to be retrieved.

The number of the day or group to be read.

The number of the column to be read.

The number of available rows for each day.

Returned valué:

The nro data retrieved are addressed by the *data pointer.

Example:

This example illustrates how ReadTmyData reads horizontal hourly radiation valúes
for a TMY file for the day July the 18th for Madrid and how the correction for the
irradiance in hours near sunrise and sunset is carried out.

#include "SRADLIB. h"

void main(void)
{

int n, imin=24,imax=0;
float wsr, wss, bet=0.0, gam=0.0, de, lt;
float wmin=24.0, wmax=0.0;
float Irr[25], Hir[25], Ihg[25], Hrd[25];
char fich[80];

lt = CDR*40.45;
de = DeclinSpen(DayNumber(18,7));
wsr = AngToNoon(TilSunrise(bet,gam,de, lt));
wss = AngToNoon (TilSunset (bet, gam, de, lt) );

/* Calculates sunrise & sunset */

strepy(fich,"MADRID");
ReadTmyData(fich, Ihg, d j , 6, 24)

for(n=l;n<25;n++) {
Hrd[n] = Hir[n] = n-0.5;
Irr[n] = Ihgtn];
if (Ihg[n]>0.0) {
wmin = MIN(wmin, Hrd[n]);
w m a x = M A X ( v n n a x , H r d f n ] ) ;
imin = (int) MIN(imin,n);
imax = (int) MAX(imax,n);

/* Gets radiation valúes */

/* Finds valúes near wsr, wss */

Hir[imin-1] = wsr;
Irr[imin-1] = 0.0;

/* Irradiance correction */
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Hir[imax+1] = wss;
Irr[imax+1] = 0.0;
i f ((wmin-0.5)<wsr) {

Hir[imin] = 0.5*(Hir[ imin-1] + wmin + 0 .5 ) ;
I r r [ i m i n ] = Ihg[imin]/fabs(wmin+0.5-Hir[imin-1] ) ;

}

i f ((wmax+0.5)>wss) {
Hi r [ imax] = 0 .5*(Hi r [ imax+1] + wmax - 0 . 5 ) ;
I r r [ i m a x ] = Ihg[ imax] / f abs (Hi r [ imax+1] -wmax+O.5) ;

}

/* Show results */
printf("\n| n | Hrd | Ihg
for(n=l;n<25;n++) {

p r i n t f ( " \ n | %2d I %5.21f
p r i n t f ( " \ n %6.31f I %6

}

p r i n t f ( " \ n \ n D o n e . \ n " ) ;

e x i t (0) ;

Hir Irr " ) ;

6 . 1 1 f I " , n , H r d [ n ] , I h g [ n ] ) ;

" , H i r [ n ] , I r r [ n ] ) ;

The output of this program is as follows:

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Hrd
0 .501 I

2 I
3 I
4
5 I 4 .50
6
7

1.50
2 . 5 0
3 .50

5 .50
6 .50
7 .50
8 .50
9.50

10 .50
1 1 . 50
12 .50
1 3 . 5 0
14 .50
15 .50
1 6 . 5 0
17 .50
1 8 . 5 0
19 .50
2 0 . 5 0
2 1 . 5 0
2 2 . 5 0
2 3 . 5 0

i h g
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
2 .4

101.7
2 6 4 . 6
435 .8
57 5.4
698 .5
7 8 6 . 9
8 5 2 . 9
8 4 0 .9
7 7 8 . 9
696 .6
574 .7
4 38 .4
289 .4
1 3 2 . 1

2 . 9
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
0 . 0

Hir
0 .500

I 1.500
I 2 .500
I 4 .714
I 4 .857
I 5 .500
I 6 .500
I 7 .500
I 8 .500
I 9.500
I 10 .500
I 11 .500
I 12 .500
I 13 .500
I 14 .500
I 15 .500
I 16 .500
I 17 .500
I 18 .500
I 19 .143
I 19 .286
I 21 .500
I 22 .500
I 23 .500

I r r
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.5

101.7
264.6
4 3 5 . 8
57 5 . 4
698 .5
786 .9
852 .9
840. 9
7 7 8 . 9
696 .6
57 4 .7
438.4
28 9.4
1 3 2 . 1

1 0 . 3
0.0
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0

See how the valúes of hour for irradiance are different from those for radiation for
hours near sunrise and sunset, and how irradiance valúes are calculated.

See also the example of the HorHDC_Boes function about how to make own functions
adapted to particular TMY files.
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3.2.35. SaveAsciiFile

Description:

In order to store the results of calculations made with SRADLIB functions,
SaveAsciiFile allows to the user to save data in ASCII format files. SaveAsciiFile
function creates a file for two matrixes written in two columns separated by a 'tab'
character. SaveAsciiFile function assumes zero-offset matrLxes (elements indexed from
0 to n-1 for a matrix with n data).

Function Prototype:

void SaveAsciiFile (int Ndaí float *xdat, float *ydat, char *fich);

Input valúes:

Ñame Type

Ndat

*xdat,
*ydat

Valúes Description

integer >0

pointer to float —

*fich pointer to char

The number of data to be saved.

The matrixes to be stored. The pointer
addresses the first element to be stored.

The full ñame (path+name) of the file to be
saved.

Returned valué:

None. SaveAsciiFile function calis to radlerr function if the saving process fails.

Example:

See the example of the DataSmooth function.

Notice that the matrixes are sent to the function as pointers, so indexation is
allowable. Indexation means that you can save only a part (at your convenience) of a big
matrix by giving to the function a lower valué for the number of data to be saved and the
address of the first element to be stored. For instance, given two matrixes a, b with Ndat
data, you can save the n data following the 5th element by writing:

S a v e A s c i i F i l e ( n , S a [ 4 ] , & b [ 4 ] , f i l e ) ;

See the TilHDifHay function for an example about this use.
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3.2.36. SinSolAlt

Description:

The SinSolAlt function calculates the sine of the solar altitude a according to the

equation (5), by calling to CosSolZenith function.

Function Prototype:

f l o a t S i n S o l A l t ( f l o a t w, f l o a t d, f i o a t i ) ;

Input valúes:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

w Float — 7t to +Ti The hour angle co, in radians.

d Float -0.45 to 0.45 The solar declination 8, in radians.

1 Float 0 to 7t The local latitude (f>, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

float - l t o + 1 The valué of the sine of the solar altitude.

Example:

See the example of CoslncidAng function.
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3.2.37. SolarAltitude

Description:

The SolarAltitude function calculates the solar altitude a based on the relation (1).

The calculation is perfoi'med by calling the SolarZenith function. The valué is given in

radians.

Function Prototype:

float SolarAltitude (float w, float d, float 1);

Valúes Description

—7t to +7i The hour angle co, in radians.

-0.45 to 0.45 The solar deciination S, in radians.

0 to 7t The local latitude <f>, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

float 0 to 7i/2 The valué of the solar altitude in radians.

Example:

See the example of CosincidAng function.

Input valúes:

Ñame

w

d

1

Type

float

float

float
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3.2.38. SolarAzimuth

Description:

The solar azimuth ^ i s calculated by the SolarAzimth function, based on the formula
(2). It is defined as zero at the south and east positive. The result is given in radians.

Function Prototype:

float SolarAzimuth (float w, float d, float 1);

Valúes Description

—TÍ to +TC The hour angle co, in radians.

-0.45 to 0.45 The solar declination S, in radians.

0 to 7t The local latitude <j>, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

float —7i to it The valué of the solar azimuth in radians.

Example:

See the example of CoslncidAng function.

Input valúes:
Ñame

w

d

1

Type

float

float

float
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3.2.39. SolTime

Description:

SolTime function converts local official time (LOT) valúes to local apparent time

(LAT, or true solar time), by means of the equation (15). The opposite conversión is

carried out with the of f Time function. See paragraph 2.2 for additional details.

Function Prototype:

float SolTime (int jday, float hor, struct geo gd) ;

Valúes Description

1 to 365 The day number of the year.

0 to 24 The local apparent time, in hours.

— The geographical data for the location.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes Description

float 0 to 24 The local apparent time, in hours.

Example:

See the example of the LatTime function.

Input valúes:
Ñame

jday

hor

gd

Type

integer

float

geo-type
structure
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3.2.40. SolarZenith

Description:

This function calculates the valué of the solar zenith angle 9Z by means of the
equation (5). The valué is calculated by taking the árceosme after calling the
CosSolZenith function. The result is given in radians.

Function Prototype:

float SolarZenith (float w, float d, float 1);

Valúes Description

-7i to +7t The hour angle ¿y, in radians.

-0.45 to 0.45 The solar declination S, in radians.

0 to 7t The local latitude <j>, in radians.

Input valúes:
Ñame

W

d

1

Type

float

float

float

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

float o to 7i/2 The valué of the solar zenith in radians.

Example:

See the example of CoslncidAng function.
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3.2.41. TilBeamDay

Description:

This function calculates the beam daily radiation Hbp-, on an arbitrarily oriented plañe
on the earth's surface from a given valué of the horizontal beam daily radiation Hb, by
using the RbDayRad function. The mode parameter allows the user to select the different
extraterrestrial daily radiation functions (see Table I for the valúes on the RbDayRad
function).

Function Prototype:

f l o a t TilBeamDay ( f loa t b , f l o a t g , f l o a t l , i n t j , f l o a t I h b , i n t mode);

Description

The tilted angle of the surface fl, in radians.

The surface orientation /, in radians.

The mid-hour valué, in radians.

The local latitude <j>, in radians.

The number of the day of the year.

The horizontal beam daily radiation.

Parameter to select the method to calcúlate
hourly radiation valúes.

Description

The beam daily radiation on the plañe.

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

wi

1

j

I h b

mode

Type

float

float

float

float

integer

float

integer

Returned valué:

Type

float

Valúes

>0

Valúes

0 to re/2

—71 tO +71

—7t tO +71

0 tO7C

1 to 365

>0

0,1,2

De

TI

Example:

The use of this function is similar to that of the TilBeamHour function. See the
example of the TilHDifHay function, where TilBeamHour has been used.
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3.2.42. TilBeamHour

Description:

This function calculates the beam hourly radiation Ibpr on an arbitrarily oriented
plañe on the earth's surface from a given valué of the horizontal beam hourly radiation
Ib, by using the RbHourRad function. The mode parameter allows the user to select the
different extraterrestrial hourly radiation functions (see Table I for the valúes on the
RbHourRad function).

Function Prototype:

float TilBeamHour (float b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j , \
float Ihb, int mode);

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

wi

1

j

I h b

mode

Type

float

float

float

float

integer

float

integer

Returned valué:

Type

float

Valúes

>0

Valúes

0 to TI/2

—n t o +71

—% tO +71

OtO 71

1 to 365

>0

0,1,2

De

TI

Descríption

The tilted angle of the surface J3, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The mid-hour valué, in radians.

The local latitude <j>, in radians.

The number of the day of the year.

The horizontal beam hourly radiation.

Parameter to select the method to calcúlate
hourly radiation valúes.

Descríption

The beam hourly radiation on the plañe.

Example:

See the example of the TilHDifHay function.
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3.2.43. TilBeamlrrad

Description:

This function calculates the beam irradiance hpr on an arbitrarily oriented plañe on
the earth's surface from a given valué of the horizontal beam irradiance ¿6, by using the
Rblrrad function.

Function Prototype:

f l o a t TilBeamlrrad ( f loa t b , f l o a t g , f l o a t w, f loa t l , i n t j , f l o a t Ihb)

Description

The tilted angle of the surface J3, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

The hour valué, in radians.

The local latitude <f>, in radians.

The number of the day of the year.

The horizontal beam irradiance.

Description

The beam irradiance on the plañe.

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

w

1

j

Ihb

Type

float

float

float

float

integer

float

Returned valué:

Type

float

Valúes

>0

Valúes

0 to 7t/2

—7i to +n

—n to +7i

OtO 71

1 to 365

>0

De

TI

Example:

The use of this function is similar to that of the TilBeamHour function. See the
example of the TilHDifHay function, where TilBeamHour has been used.
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3.2.44. TilBeamMADay

Description:

This function calculates the beam monthly average daily radiation on an arbitrarily
oriented plañe on the earth's surface from a given valué of the horizontal beam monthly
average daily radiation, by using the RbMADayRad function. The mode parameter allows
the user to select the different extraterrestrial monthly average daily radiation functions
(see Table I for the valúes on the RbMADayRad function).

Function Prototype:

float TilBeamMADay (float b,float g,float l,int m,float Ihb,int mode);

Input valúes:

Ñame Type

b float

g float

wi float

1 float

m integer 1 to 12

Ihb float >0

mode integer 0,1,2

Valúes Description

0 to n/2 The tilted angle of the surface /?, in radians.

—7t to +7t The surface orientation y, in radians.

—7t to +% The mid-hour valué, in radians.

0 to TC The local latitude <f>, in radians.

The number of the month of the year.

The horizontal beam monthly average daily radiation.

Parameter to select the method to calcúlate monthly
average daily radiation valúes.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes Description

float >o The monthly average daily beam radiation on the plañe.

Example:

The use of this function is similar to that of the TilBeamHour function. See the
example of the TilHDifHay function, where TilBeamHour has been used.
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3.2.45. TilBeamMAHour

Description:

This function calculates the beam monthly average hourly radiation on an arbitrarily

oriented plañe on the earth's surface from a given valué of the horizontal beam monthly

average hourly radiation, by using the RbMAHourRad function. The mode parameter allows

the user to select the different extraterrestrial monthly average hourly radiation

functions (see Table I for the valúes on the RbMAHourRad function).

Function Prototype:

float TilBeamMAHour (float b, float g, float wi, float 1, int m, \
float Ihb, int mode);

Input valúes:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

b float 0 to 7t/2 The tilted angle of the surface /?, in radians.

g float —TI to +7i The surface orientation y, in radians.

wi float —7i to +TC The mid-hour valué, in radians.

1 float 0 to TC The local latitude </>, in radians.

m integer 1 to 12 The number of the month of the year.

ihb float >0 The horizontal monthly average hourly beam radiation

Parameter to select the method to calcúlate monthly
mode integer 0,1,2

average hourly radiation valúes.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes Description

f loat >o The beam monthly average hourly radiation on the plañe.

Example:

The use of this function is similar to that of the TilBeamHour function. See the

example of the TilHDifHay function, where TilBeamHour has been used.
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3.2.46. TilDayLength

Descríption:

This function calculates the length of a selected day on an arbitrarily tilted/oriented

surface by using equation (24). TilDayLength calis to TilSunrise and TilSunset

functions to obtain the result, given in radians. The result can be converted to hours by

using the CRH constant.

Function Prototype:

float TilDayLength (float b, float g, float d, float 1);

Descríption

The tilted angle of the surface /?, in radians.

The surface orientation y, in radians.

-0.45 to 0.45 The solar declination S, in radians.

The local latitude <j>, in radians.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Descríption

float o to 2% The valué of the day length, in radians.

Example:

See the example of the HorSunrise function.

Input valúes:

Ñame

b

g

d

1

Type

float

float

float

fioat

Valúes

0 to TI/2

—n t o +7t

-0.45 to

D tn ir
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3.2.47. TilGroundRad

Description:

The TilGroundRad function calculates the hourly or daily amounts of ground reflected
radiation based on the isotropic model (equations (43) and (44)) for a given albedo p
valué and a valué of the horizontal houiiy/daily radiation.

Function Prototype:

float TilGroundRad (float b, float Ihg, float rho);

Description

The slope of the surface /?, in radians.

The hourly or daily valué of radiation on a
horizontal surface, in watts per square meter.

The albedo p valué.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

float > o The valué of the ground reflected radiation.

Example:

See the example of the TilHDifHay function.

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

Ihg

Rho

Type

float

float

float

Valúes

0 to 7t/2

> 0

Oto 1
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3.2.48. TilHDifHay, TilHDiflsotrop, TilHDifKlucher, TilHDifPerezlPnt,
TilHDifPerez2Pnt, TilHDiffieindl, TilHDifTemps

Description:

These group of functions calcúlate the hourly diffuse radiation on an arbitrarily
tilted/oriented plañe Idpr on the earth's surface. They are based on the different hourly
diffuse radiation correlations discussed in the paragraph 2.11. The ñame of the functions
and the corresponding models are described in the Table VI.

Model or correlation

Hay&Davies[18]
Isotropic [15]

Klucher[17]
Pérez 1 [20]

Perez2 [22]

Reindl [19]

Temps & Coulson [16]

Equations

(49)-(50)
(45)

(47)-(48)
(53M57)

(58)-(60)

(51)-(52)
(46)

SRADLIB Function

TilHDifHay

TilHDiflsotrop

TilHDifKlucher

TilHDifPerezlPnt

TilHDifPerez2Pnt

TilHDifReindl
TilHDifTemps

Table VI. List of SRADLIB functions for hourly diffuse radiation
calcidations and the corresponding correlation or model.

The prototypes of these functions are similar, although some functions require
additional parameters. Many of them require knowing the horizontal hourly diffuse
radiation Id and horizontal hourly global radiation / valúes in order to calcúlate the
horizontal hourly beam radiation h. When required, the mode parameter allows the user
to select the different extraterrestrial hourly radiation functions (refers to Table IV for
the valúes of mode and the corresponding function called).

Function
float

float
float

float

float

float

float

Prototype:
TilHDifHay

TilHDiflsotrop
TilHDifKlucher

TilHDifPerezlPnt

TilHDifPerez2Pnt

TilHDifReindl

TilHDifTemps

(fioat
float

(fioat
{float
float

(float
float

(float
float

(float
float

(float
f ioat

b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j , \
Ihd, float Ihg, int mode);
b, float Ihd);
b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j, \
Ihd, float Ihg);
b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j, \
Ihd, fioat Ihg, int mode);
b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j, \
Ihd, float Ihg, int mode);
b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j, \
Ihd, float Ihg, int mode);
b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j, \
Ihd) ;
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Input valúes:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

b float 0 to 7r/2 The tilted angle of the surface p, in radians.

g float —TI to +7C The surface orientat ion y, in rad ians .

wi float —7i to +7i The mid-hour valué, in radians.

1 float 0 to re The local latitude <j>, in radians.

j integer 1 to 365 The number of the day of the year.

ihd float >0 The horizontal hourly diffuse radiation

ihg float >0 The horizontal hourly global radiation

Parameter to select the method to calcúlate
mode integer 0,1,2

extraterrestrial hourly radiation valúes.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes Description

float >o The hourly diffuse radiation on the plañe.

Example:

This example illustrates how the total radiation over an arbitrary surface in Madrid

can be calculated by using SRADLIB functions. Data for horizontal hourly radiation are

read from a TMY file. The horizontal diffuse hourly radiation is calculated with the

HorHDC_Reindl2 function. Beam, ground and diffuse contributions to total radiation are

then obtained with the TilBeamHour, TilGroundRad and TilHDifPerezlPnt functions.

The radiation data are finally saved in an ASCII file and the total radiation is calculated

by using the Traplnteg function.

#include "SRADLIB. h"

void main(void)
{

int i, dj ;
float b,g,de,1;
char fien[80];
float Hor[25],Ihg[25],Itg[25];
float Ihd,Ihb,Itb,Itd,Ita;

b = CDR*20.0; /* surface angle & orientation */
g = CDR*35.0;
1 = CDRM0.4 5;
dj = DayNumber(16,8);

strepy(fien,"MADRID"); /* Gets horiz.hourly radiat. data */
ReadlhgData(fich, Ihg, dj);
for(i=l;i<=24;i++) Hor[i] = i-0.5;
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printf("\n| n I Hour | Beam I Ground | Diffuse | Total | " ) ;
for(i=l;i<=24;i++) {

HorHDC_Reindl2(HourAngle(Hor[i]),l,dj,Ihg[i] , &Ihd, &Ihb, 1);
Itb = TilBeamHour(b,g,HourAngle(Hor[i]),1,dj , Ihb, 1);
Ita = TilGroundRad(b,Ihg[i],0.2);
Itd = TilHDifPerezlPnt(b,g,HourAngle(Hor[i]) ,l,dj, Ihd, Ihg[i] , 1) ;
Itg[i] = Itb + Ita + Itd;
printf("\n| %2d | %4.11f | %7.21f | %7.21f |", i, Hor[i], Itb, Ita)
printf(" %7.21f | %7.21f I", Itd, Itg[i]);

strcpy(fien,"totalrad.dat");
SaveAsciiFile(24,SHor[1],&Itg[l],fich);

totr = Traplnteg(24,&Hor[1],&Itg[l]);
printf("\nTotal radiation: %+7.21f", totr);

free(Ihg);
free(Hor);
exit(0) ;

/* Save results */

/* Total radiation */

The output of this program is as follows:

n
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
tal

Hour
0.5
1.5
2.5
3.5
4 .5
5 . 5
6.5
7.5
8.5
9.5

10.5
11.5
12.5
13.5
14.5
15.5
16.5
17.5
18.5
19.5
20.5
21.5
22.5
23.5

Beam
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

21.87
178.56
371.4 6
563.65
757.44
625.17
806.04
87 6.42
780.64
562.85
375.05
183.23
24.11
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

radiation: +7891

Ground | Diffuse
0.00 I 0.00
0.00 | 0.00
0.00 | 0.00
0.00 I 0.00
0.00 | 0.00
0.20 I 31.72
1.19 I 99.57
2.36 I 14 4.65
3.52 | 170.58
4.60 I 166.31
4.75 ! 285.70
5.52 I 213.47
5.59 | 101.86
5.31 | 93.88
4.60 | 14 0.57
3.63 I 117.81
2.51 | 87.72
1.32 I 53.56
0.27 | 11.94
0.00 I 0.00
0.00 | 0.00
0.00 | 0.00
0.00 I 0.00
0.00 | 0.00

.20

Total
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

53.79
279.32
518.47
737.75
928.36
915.63

1025.03
983.87
879.82
708.02
4 96.49
273.46
78.99
12.21
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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3.2.49. TilSunrise, TilSunset

Description:

These functions calcúlate the sunrise (TilSunrise) and sunset (TilSunset) hour
angles for arbitrarily oriented surfaces by means of the equations (18)—(23). The result is
returned in radians.

Function Prototype:

float TilSunrise (float b, float g, float d, float 1);
float TilSunset (float b, float g, float d, float 1);

Description

The tilted angle of the surface /?, in radians.

The surface orientation /, in radians.

-0.45 to 0.45 The solar declination 5, in radians.

The local latitude $ in radians.

Input valúes:
Ñame

b

g

d

1

Type

float

float

f ioat

float

Valúes

0 to TC/2

—TC t O +7C

-0.45 to

0 tn-rr

Returned valué:

Type Valúes Description

float —ft t 0 +JJ The sunrise or sunset hour angle, in radians.

Example:

See the example of the ExtDayRad function, or that for HorSunrise function.
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3.2.50. TimeEquat

Description:

This function calculates the equation of time using the Spencer's series (10). For
convenience, SRADLIB returns the valué of E¡ in hours by multiplying the result of the
equation by the CRH constant.

Function Prototype:

f loat TimeEquat (int j ) ;

Input valúes:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

J integer i to 365 The day number of the year.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

Float -0.25 to +0.25 The equation of time in hours.

Example:

See the example of DeclinCoop function.
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3.2.51. Traplnteg

Description:

Traplnteg performs a simple numerical integration of a tabulated function by using
the trapezoidal rule. The tabulated function f(x) is defined by two uni-dimensional arrays
with the same number of n data so each pair (xi,yi) defines a point of the curve. The
integration is then carried out by means of the simple formula:

[ f(x)dx* y Jl+y'l+\ (62)

Traplnteg function is used by Other functions (Hourlnteg, InterpRad, DataSmooth,
etc.) when integration is required for re-scaling or other purposes. The input arrays are
assumed zero-offset arrays. However, indexation is also allowable, as in this example:

t o t r = Traplnteg(24,&Hr[1],&Ihg[l]);

Function Prototype:

float Traplnteg (int nd, float *x, float *y);

Input valúes:

Ñame Type Valúes Description

nd integer >i The number of data in each matrix.

*x, *y pointer to float _ Arrays of nd data containing the tabulated

function.

Returned valué:

Type Valúes (typical) Description

Float a n y The result of the integration.

Example:

See the example of the TilHDifHay function.
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4. The xSRADLIB.h' header file

This is the complete text of the 'SRADLIB.h' header file, for reference and support
about some topics discussed and presented in the document. SRADLIB has been
developed in National Instruments' LabWindows/CVI v5.0. The first #include statement
refers to a library needed in this environment to allow ANSI-C program development.
For its use in different compilers, this line can be removed.

/* . * /
/* SRADLIB.H */
/* Header for the SRADLIB functions and constants. */
/ /
tinclude <ansi_c.h>

/ * * /

/* MACROS AND SÜBTITUTIONS */

Sdefine MIN(a,b) (a<b)?a:b
iídefine MAX(a,b) (a>b)?a:b

#define CPI 3.14159265359
#define CDY 365.0 /* Year duration (days) */
#define CSC 1367.0 /* Solar Constant (W/m2) */
tdefine CAU 14959789.0; /* Astronomical Unit (km) */

tdefine CHD 15.0 /* Hours to Degrees conversión factor*/
#define CDH (1.0/CHD) /* Degrees to Hours conversión factor */
tdefine CRH (180.0/(CPI*CHD)) /* Hours to Radians conversión factor */
tdefine CHR (CHD*CPl/180.0) /* Radians to Hours conversión factor */
#define CDR (CPI/180.0) /* Degrees to Radians conversión factor */
#define CRD (180.0/CPI) /* Radians to Degrees conversión factor */

/* * /

I* Geographical Constants for Location */

struct geo {
float lat;
float Ion;
float mer;
float alt;
float win;
float sum;

/* FUNCTION PROTOTYPE */

float AngToHour
float AngToNoon
float CosIncidAng
float CosSoiZenith
void DataSmooth
float DayAngle
int DayNumber
float DeclinCoop
float DeclinSpen
float DeclinPerr
float EccenCorrDuff

(float ang)
(float w) ;
(float b,
(float w,
(int Ndat

j);
day,
j);
j);
j);
j);

(int
(int
(int
(int
(int
(int

fioat g, float w, float d, float 1);
float d, fioat 1);
fioat *xdat, float *vdat, int ors, int seo)

int mor.) ;
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f loat
f loat
f loat
float
f loat
float
float
float
float
float
float
void

void

void

void

void

float
float
float
float
float
int
int
int
int
void

float
float
float
char*
void

void
void
struct
void
float
float
float
float
float
void
float
float
float
float
float
float
float

float
float
float

float
float

f ioat

EccenCorrSpen
ExtDayRad
ExtDayRadlnt
ExtHourRad
ExtHourRadCor
ExtHourRadlnt
Extlrrad
ExtMADayRad
ExtMADayRadlnt
ExtMAHourRad
HDayLength
HorHDC_Boes

HorHDC Erbs

HorHDC Orgill

HorHDC Reindl2

HorHDC Reindl3

HorSunrise
HorSunset
HourAngle
Hourlnteg
IncidAng
InRanBt
InRange
InRanTp
InRanWt
InterpRad

LatTime
LstTime
OffTime
PstTime
polint

radlerr
radlwar

geo ReadGeoData
ReadTmyData
RbDayRad
RbHourRad
Rblrrad
RbMADayRad
RbMAHourRad
SaveAsciiFile
SinSolAlt
SolarAltitude
SolarAzimuth
SolTime
SolarZenith
TilBeamDay
TilBeamHour

TilBeamlrrad
TilBeamMADay
TilBeamMAHour

TilDayLength
TilHDifHay

TilHDifIsotrop

(int j;
(float
(float
(float
(float
(float
(float
(int m,
(int m,
(int m,
(float
(float

1 ;

b,
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,

float
float
float
float
float
float

• float b,
float b,
float b,

d,
w,

int mode)
(float w,
int mode)
(float w,
int mode)
(float w,
int mode)
(float w,
int mode)
(float
(float
(float
(float
(float
(float
(float
(float
(float
(float

d,
d,

float
float

float
;
float
;
float
;
float
;
float
float

hor) ;
wl,
b,
x,
x,
x,
x,

float
float
float
float
float
float

g
g
g
g
g
g

, float
, float
, float
, float
, float
, float
float g
float g
float g

i) ;
i

i

i

i

i

, int j

, int j

, int j

, int j

, int j

1) ;
1) ;

g
a
a
a
a

1, int j ) ;
1, int j ) ;
wi, float 1,
wi, float 1,
w, float 1,
w, float 1,
, float 1 ) ;
, float 1) ;

int j ) ;
int j) ;

int j) ;
int j ) ;

, float 1, float wi, int m o d e ) ;

, float Ihg,

, float Ihg,

, float Ihg,

, float Ihg,

, float Ihg,

w2, float b, float g
, float
, float
, float
, float
, float

*Ibg, float *hh,
int sea,
float gam
(int jday,
(int jday.
(int jday,
(float
(float
float

h,
xa [

int nin
, float
float
float
float

char *

w, float d,
b) ;
b) ;
b) ;
b);

float *Ihd,float *

float *Ihd,float *

float *Ihd,float *

float *Ihd,float *

float *Ihd,float *

, float 1, int j ) ;
float 1 ) ;

Ihb,

Ihb,

Ihb,

Ihb,

Ihb,

int ndat, float *qdat, float *zdat,
, int stp, int ors,
lt, int d j ) ;

LST, struct geo g d ) ;
LAT, struct geo g d ) ;
LAT, struct geo gd) ;

hh) ;
], float ya[],

*dy) ;
(char errtext[])
(char errtext[])
(char '
(char '
(float
(float
(float
(float
(float

rfich);

;
;

'fich, float *data
b,
b,
b,
b,
b,

(int Ndat,
(float
(float
(float

w,
w,
w,

(int jday,
(float
(float
(float

w,
b,
b,

int mode)
(float
(float
(float

b,
b,
b,

int mode)
(float
(float
float
(float

b,
b,
Ihg
b,

float
float
float
float
float
float

float
float
float
float

float
float
float
;
float
float
float
;
float
float
, int
float

g
g
g
g
g

d
d
d

d
g
g

g
g
g

g
g

, float
, float
, float
, float
, float
*xdat,
, float
, float
, float

int n, float

, int j, int

int seo, float bet

x, float *y, \

neo, int n r o ) ;
1, int j, int mode);
wi, float 1,
w, float d,

int j, int mode);
float 1 ) ;

1, int m, int mode);
wi, float 1,

float *ydat,
1) ;
1) ;
1) ;

hor, struct geo g d ) ;
, float
, float
, float

, float
, float
, float

, float
, float

m o d e ) ;
Id) ;

1) ;

int m, int mode);
char *fich);

1, int j , float Ihb, int mode)
wi, float 1,

w, float 1,

int j, float Ihb,

int j, float Ihb);
1, int m, float Ihb, int mode)
wi, float 1,

d, float 1) ;
wi, float 1,

int m, float Ihb,

int j, float Ihd,

, \

•
\

•
\

\

\

\

\

\

\

\
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f loat

float

float

float TilHDifReindl

TilHDifKlucher (float b, float g, float wi, float 1,float d, float Ihd,\
float Ihg);

TilHDifPerezlPnt(float b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j, float Ihd, \
float Ihg, int mode);

TilHDifPerez2Pnt(float b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j, float Ihd, \
float Ihg, int mode);
(float b, float g, float wi, float 1, int j, float Ihd, \
float Ihg, int mode);
(float b, float g, float wi, float 1, float d, float Ihd);
(float b, float Ihg, float rho);
(float b, float g, fioat d, float 1);
(float b, float g, float d, float 1);
(int j);
(int nd, float *x, fioat *y);

rloat
float
float
float
float
float

TilHDifTemps
TilGroundRad
TilSunrise
TilSunset
TimeEquat
Traplnteg

/* END OF SRADLIB.H
/*
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5. How to get SRADLIB

SRADLIB has been written, developed and tested by J.L.Balenzategui (CIEMAT-
DER). A copy of the compiled library, together with the header file and a ' * . geo' sample
file, can be requested free of charge to the following e-mail address: ioselo@ciemat.es.

Please, indicate which versión of the library is desired (LabWindows, Borland C,
Microsoft C, Wattcom C) and your e-mail address. The files will be sent only by e-mail.

For any detected bug or error in the results obtained with SRADLIB, please, send
your comments and source code to the same address in order to improve the library
performance. Thanks a lot in advance.
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